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This 1989 edition of the Exeter Town Report is
dedicated to Sherman E. Chester. Sherm
served as Selectman from 1969 to 1978 and
from 1983 to 1989. During his fifteen years of
service to the Town he chaired the Board eight
times and served on a variety of Town Com-
mittees including the Budget Recommendations
Committee, the Water and Sewer Study
Committee, and the Exeter Development
Commission. The Town is most fortunate to
have had Sherm's services over the years. He
has been a truly dedicated public servant.
Victor Baillargeon f
Helen Carr Dixie L U









Town Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1988
School Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1989
PLEASE DO NOT WASTE THESE REPORTS
Ordinarily one per family is sufficient.
Once again we have presented a combined annual report for the fiscal years of the Town and School District.
The report is a single source document for residents and is a valuable reference at a cost savings.















Officers, boards, departments 41
Police department 42
















Sherman E. Chester, Chairman
















Director of Public Works:
Keith Noyes













J. Harold E. Cart>onneau, Jr.
Justice of District Court:
Edward A. Gage




























Supervisors of the Checklist:
Wayne Raymond, Chairman
Theophelia Bruce
Evelyn Zarnowski (Marianne Sewell's term)
Old Home Day Committee:
Jonathan Ring, Chairman














































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Exeter, in the County
of Rockingham, in said state, qualified to vote in town
affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in sedd Exeter on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March
next, at eight o'clock in the forenoon, to choose all neces-
sary Town Officers for the ensuing yeeir, by official ballot;
the polls to open at eight o'clock in the forenoon and to
close not earlier thein eight o'clock in the evening, aind
thereafter to reconvene at the Exeter High School
gymnasium on Monday, March 20, 1989 at seven o'clock
in the afternoon, for the purpose of acting on all other
matters to come before the meeting.
ARTICLE 1
To choose by ballot and plurtdity vote two (2) selectmen
for the term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 2
To choose by ballot emd plurality vote three (3) mem-
bers of the Library Committee for the term of three (3)
years.
ARTICLE 3
To choose by bedlot and pluredity vote one (1) Trustee of
the Trust Fiands for the term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 4
To choose by ballot and plurality vote one (1) Trustee of
the Robinson Fund for the term of seven (7) years.
ARTICLES
To choose by ballot and plurality vote one (1) Trustee of
the Swasey Parkway for the term of three (3) yeeirs.
ARTICLE 6
To choose by ballot and pluraUty vote one (1) Super-
visor of the Checkhst for the term of one (1) year.
ARTICLE 7
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Charter
Commission for the purpose of revising the Municipal
Cheu-ter or establishing a new Municipal Charter and to
choose by ballot and plureJity vote six (6) Charter Com-
mission Members to serve till disbandment.
ARTICLE 8
To choose by ballot and plurality vote two (2) School
Board Members for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 9
To choose by bedlot and plurality vote one (1) School
Board Member for a term of two (2) years.
ARTICLE 10
To choose by ballot and plurality vote one (1) School
Moderator for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 11
To choose by ballot and plureility vote one (1) School
District Clerk for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 12
To choose by ballot and plursility vote one (1) School
District Treasurer for a term of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 13 - Zoning Amendment #1
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 to
the Zoning Ordinemce as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows?
To amend Article 6.51 to read as follows: "Any change
of use of a premises, or expansion of building size, to non-
residential use and/or multi-family use, or to another (add
'substantiedly') different non-residential use, or any ex-
pemsion of the number of such multi-family or non-
residentiad uses, shall provide off-street parking as re-
quired herein."
Amend Article 6.51b by deleting the text in its entirety
and replacing with the following:
"Number of Parking Spaces Required
The number of off-street parking spaces, to the extent
of floor area devoted to each specific use, shall be as set
forth in the off-street parking schedule (page 30)."
ARTICLE 14 Zoning Amendment #2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#2, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
To amend Article 4.20 to include 'Residential Uses' as a
special exception in a C-1, Central Area Commercial Dis-
trict.
ARTICLE 15 - Zoning Amendment #3
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
# 3, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
To amend Article 4.20 to include 'mini-storage build-
ings' as permitted principal uses in the I, Industrial and I-
3, Epping Road Industriid districts.
ARTICLE 16 • Zoning Amendment #4
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
# 4, as proposed by the Planning Boeird, for the Zoning
Ordineince as follows?
To amend Article 4.20 Schedule I to include 'corporate
or business offices' as permitted principal uses in the I,
Industrial and 1-3, Epping Road Industrial districts.
ARTICLE 17 - Zoning Amendment #5
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#5, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Zoning
Ordinamce as follows?
To amend Article 2.20 to include the following defini-
tions:
Floor area: For the purpose of determining require-
ments for off-street parking and off-street loading, shall
mean the gross sum of the area of the several floors of a
building or portion thereof, including the basement, if
any, as measured from the interior faces of the exterior
wall of such buildings.
Museum: An organized and permanent nonprofit insti-
tution, essentially educational or aesthetic in purpose,
with professional staff, which owns and utilizes tangible
objects, cares for them and exhibits them to the pubhc on
some regular schedule.
Business: Trade or activity CEirried on for gain, in-
eluding goods, services, and facilities offered or furnished
to others for monetEu-y or simil?ir consideration.
Abutter: As defined in Revised Statutes Annotated
672:3, 'Abutter', means any person whose property is
located in New Hampshire and adjoins or is directly
across the street or streeun from the land under consider-
ation by the local land use board. For purposes of receiv-
ing testimony only, and not for purposes of notification,
the term abutter shall include any person who is able to
demonstrate that his land wUl be directly affected by the
proposal under consideration. For purposes of receipt of
notification by a municipality of a local land use heeiring
boEtrd, in the case of ein abutting property being under a
condominium or other collective form of ownership, the
term abutter meems the officers of the collective or asso-
ciation, as defined in Revised Statutes Annotated 356-
B:3, XXIII.
Home Occupation: An occupation conducted on the
premises of a dweUing unit which is principally operated
by an occupant and which is clearly incidental and sec-
ondary to the use of the principal structure as a dwelling
unit and does not chemge the residential character
thereof. Amend Article 2.20 to delete in its entirety the
definition for 'Customeiry Home Occupation.'
ARTICLE 18 - Zoning Amendment #6
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#6, as proposed by the Plemning Board, for the Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
To amend Article 4.20 to add 'Child Day Care', four (4)
or more as a permitted principal use in the following dis-
tricts: C-1, C-2, C-3, I, 1-3, PP, PP-1 (proposed) and as a
special exception in R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, R-5, MS (4 or
more).
ARTICLE 19 - Zoning Amendment #1
Are you favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#7, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
Article 6.82: HOME OCCUPATIONS -
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE RESIDENTIAL
DISTRICTS
Permitted home occupations may be operated in £iny
dwelling unit only if they comply with all of the following
conditions:
a. Where Permitted. Within a dwelling unit, or in a
building or other structure accessory to a dwelling unit
sind only by the person or persons maintaining a dwelling
therein. No more than two (2) additional non-residents
shsJl be employed in the home occupation.
b. Evidence of Use. Does not display oi-tside the build-
ing or create beyond the lot lines ^T the premises, emy
evidence of the home occupaticii, except a permitted sign
and off-street parking, in addition to not more than one (1)
commercied vehicle parked at the dwelling overnight and
with no detrimental impact on existing traffic safety on
abutting streets.
c. Extent of Use. Does not utilize more than twenty-
five percent (25%) of the gross floor (including basement
and accessory structures) eirea of the dweUing unit, except
foster family care. Where an existing residential building,
in existence prior to April 1, 1972, is converted, no more
than three (3) dwelling units shall be permitted if a home
occupation exists within the principal building or other
structure accessory to the principal building.
d. Permitted Uses. Includes the following uses pro-
vided that such uses are clearly incidented emd secondary
to the use of the dwelling unit for residential purposes and
that provisions are made for off-street parking as re-
quired herein (see Article 6.51):
1
.
Medical and dental offices;
2. Other professional offices, including lawyer, engi-
neer, architect, etc;
3. Custom dressmaking, seamstress, milliner;
4. Artist or musiciem;
5. Foster fetmily care (for not more them four (4) chil-
dren simultaneously);
6. Real estate and insurance offices;
7. Farm and nursery stemds for produce grown or
reused on the premises;
8. Beauticians and barbers;
9. Art, craft, hobby and antique shops;
10. Consultants;
11. Contractors;
12. Child Day Care (not more than 3);**
13. Catering;
14. Similar occupations as determined by the Code
Enforcement Officer.
** Four (4) or more by Special Exception, refer to Ar-
ticle 4.20, Schedule I.
e. Permit Procedure. A home occupation use permit
shall be issued by the Code Enforcement Officer if the
requirements of 6.82 (a), (b), (c), and (d) are met.
f. Special Exception. Foster family care for more than
four (4) children, child day care for more than three (3)
children, and otherwise permitted use which exceed the
standards of Section 6.82(b), as determined by the Code
Enforcement Officer, may be permitted by Special Ex-
ception issued under Section 6.60 of this ordinance.
ARTICLE 20 - Zoning Amendment #8
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#8, as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
To amend the Zoning Ordinance by deleting in their
entirety, aU regulations pertaining to signs (including the
Historic District) in edl sections of the ordinemce and
adopting in their place a revised sign section.
The proposed revisions include the following chemges:
deletion of drawings from the definition section to
streeunline the ordinance; hsting exeunples of prohibited
signs; conversion of the text of the former sign section
Parts II, III, and IV to sign tables; increasing the agg-
regate sign £u-ea for One and Two Family dwelling identi-
fication signs from one (1) to four (4) square feet; the
reduction of civic organization-group display signs from
sixty (60) to thirty-two (32) square feet. Other major
changes include allowing temporary contractor signs (e.g.
painting) of up to twelve (12) square feet; permitting
temporary real estate signs of up to six (6) square feet
without a sign permit; increasing the allowable height of
signs in the C-2 (Highway Commercial) and C-3 (Epping
Road Commercial) districts from ten (10) to twenty-five
(25) feet; increasing the allowable squeire footage of free-
standing business identification signs to 48 feet (except in
the C-1 and WC districts which would be limited to thirty-
two (32) square feet). Finedly, the prohibition against
changes to existing grandfathered signs in the Historic
District has been deleted; as well as the provision requir-
ing a sign permit for modification to an existing sign not




The sign regulations section is designed to provide
standards for the installation of signs so as to promote
the general welfare of the community. This is ac-
complished by encouraging the creation of an aesthetic
appearance along street frontages through the use of at-
tractive signing. The sign regulations, as set forth in this
section, are desired to be both logical and equitable for
the various uses and identification needs. These sign
standards and regulations help to effectuate an aesthetic
and safe street environment. Restrictions on type, loca-
tion, and size of signs protect the pubUc from hazeu-dous
and distracting devices.
B. DEFINITIONS
1. Sign: any device providing identification, advertis-
ing or directional information for a specific business, ser-
vice, product, person, organization, place or building. In-
cluded in this definition as signs are graphic devices such
as logos, attention attracting media such as banners,
pennants, flags or logo sculpture, and obtrusive colored
fascia or architectural elements.
2. Advertising Sig^: a sign which includes any copy
and/or graphics relating to any service, product, person,
business, place, activity or orgemization in addition to
simple identification, excluding directional information.
3. Directional Sign: a sign that does not contain either
identification or advertising copy, but includes pertinent
information including assisting in the flow of traffic.
4. Directional Sign: A sign listing the names and/or
uses, emd/or locations of the various business or activities
within a building, or a multi-tenant development, not for
the purpose of advertising products, goods or services to
the attention of vehicular traffic.
5. Fascia Sign: a sign which is permanently affixed to
the horizontal piece covering the joint between the top of
a wall and the projecting eaves of the roof.
6. Free-standing Sign: £m identification sign which is
erected of or mounted on its own self-supporting per-
manent structure, detached from the supporting ele-
ments of the main building which it identifies. Such signs
shall have a maximum height of ten (10) feet and a maxi-
mum area of twenty-four (24) square feet, or as hereinafter
provided.
7. Identification Sign: a sign that includes, as copy,
only the name of the business, place, organization, build-
ing or person it identifies.
8. Illuminated Sign: a sign whose surface is Ughted
internally or externally and which identifies, advertises,
or attracts attention to a use or activity on the premises.
9. Mansard and Parapet Signs: a sign permanently
affixed to a wall or surface designed to protect the edge of
a roof, constructed no more than 20' from vertical.
10. Menu Board: a permemently mounted sign display-
ing the biU of fare of a drive-in or drive-thru restaurant.
11. Price Sign: a permanently mounted sign displaying
the retaiUng cost of gasoline on the premises of a service
station.
12. Portable Billboard Signs: a sign ordinarily with re-
placeable letters used to convey a special message ad-
vertising a product or service available on the premises. A
sign not permemently attached to the ground or designed
for permanent installation.
13. Wall-mounted Sign: an identification or advertising
sign which is fastened to £my vertical portion of the main
building which it identifies, or advertises.
14. Sign Area Measurements:
a. Sign copy mounted or peiinted on a background
pemel or area distinctively painted, textured or con-
structed as a background for the sign copy:
Sign area is measured as that area contained within the
outside dimensions of the background panel or surface.
b. Sign copy mounted as individual letters and/or
graphics against a wall or fascia of a building or other
structure that has not been painted, textured or other-
wise altered to provide a distinctive background for the
sign copy:
Sign area is measured as the area enclosed by the
smallest single rectemgle that will enclose all sign copy.
c. Sign copy mounted or painted on an illuminated
sign or illuminated architectural element of a building:
The entire illuminated surface or illuminated archi-
tectural element which contains sign copy, will be counted
as sign area.
d. Number of Sign Faces:
One — area of the single fact only;
Two — if the interior angle between the two sign faces is
45 or less, the area will be the area of one face only; if the
angle between the two sign faces is greater than 45, the
sign area will be the sum of the areas of the two faces.
Three or more — the sign area will be the sum of the
areas of the three or more faces.
Spherical, Free Form, Sculptural, Other Non-Planar
Signs — sign area will be the sum of the areas of the four
vertical sides of the smallest polyhedron that will en-
compass the sign structure.
e. For a sign having more than one component (e.g., a
service station identification/price sign combination
mounted on the same surface) the sign area will be the
area of the smallest rectangle that will encompass the
several components of the sign.
15. Sign Height Measurements:
a. Free-standing Sign: height shall be the distance from
the top of the sign structure to the top of the curb or
crown of roadway where no curb exists. The height of any
monument base or other structure erected to support or
ornament the sign sheJl be measured as part of the sign
height.
b. Wall or Fascia mounted Signs: height shall be the
distance from the top of the sign structure to the top of




1. Signs not specifically authorized are prohibited,
included but not limited to the following:
a. Portable billboard sign except as allowed for tempo-
rary use (see Sign Tables);
b. Signs mounted, attached or painted on trailers,
boats, or motor vehicles when used as additional ad-
vertising signs on or near the premises;
c. Roof-mounted signs, or signs that project above the
highest point of the roofline, parapet, or fascia of the
building;
d. Any sign emitting sound;
e. Any sign with intermittent or flashing Ulumination,
2mimated, moving, or electronic readerboard signs.
2. No sign shall be erected or placed within any traffic
median or any public sidewalk or bicycle path.
3. No sign, which by reason of location, size, color, or
designs, shall interfere with public traffic or be confused
with or obstruct the view or effectiveness of any official
traffic signal or traffic marking.
4. Non-conforming free-standing signs, sign struc-
tures, poles and other related equipment that have been
abandoned for more than two (2) yeetrs shall be removed.
5. All signs and sign structures shall be properly
maintained, so as not to become a pubUc hazard or to
become a detriment to the street environment.
6. The source of a sign's illumination shall not be
visible from any adjacent residential areas or streets.
7. When a WINDOW SIGN or signs are placed so as
to attract the attention of persons outside the building
where such signs are displayed, the total area of all such
window signs shall not exceed (25%) of the total area of
the window in which such sign is placed. Window signs do
not require a sign permit.
8. DIRECTIONAL SIGNS not exceeding two (2)
square feet per sign shall be allowed in all zoning districts
without requiring a sign perrnit. Such signs would include
street addresses, safety signs (e.g., 'No Smoking'), and
signs assisting in the flow of traffic.
9. PROJECTING SIGNS may be used where waU-
mounted signs are allowed up to six (6) square feet in area
and must have a minimum height of eight (8) feet to the
bottom of the sign and a maximum height of fifteen (15)
feet to the top of the sign and may not project more than
three (3) feet from a wall surface.
10. A BUILDING PERMIT shaU be required in addi-
tion to a sign permit, if the cost of the sign and install-
ation together exceeds Fifteen Hundred Dollars
($1500.00). The Board of Selectmen may, from time to
time, establish a new dollar figure by resolution.
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PART IV :
Permitted signs in the following zoning districts: C-1, C-2, C-3, I, 1-3, WC, PP , H.
All signs permitted in Part III subject to those regulations.







ONE FREESTANDING ILLUM- SIGN
IDENTIFICATION SIGN _ INATED PERMIT
MAX. AREA/HEIGHT(F) ' SIGN REQUIRED
Single Business 50 (B)
Multi-Business (E) 40 (C)
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A. Maximum aggregate sign area 'is the sum of all identification and advertising signs that require
a sign permit.
B. One (1) add
cipal build
square feet
tional square foot of sign area is allowed for each additional linear foot of prin-
ng frontage in excess of fifty (50) linear feet to a maximum of one hundred "(100)
C. One (1) additional square foot of sign area is allowed for each additional linear foot of prin-
cipal building frontage occupied by each business in excess of forty (40) linear feet to a max-
imum of eighty (80) sqaure feet of sign area per business.
D. One (1) free-standing identification sign per street frontage is allowed for the multi-business
building or center. The maximum sign area allowed shall be twenty four (24) square feet plus
an additional four (4) square feet for each business to a maximum of forty eight (48) square
feet, except thirty two (32) square feet in a C-1 and Wc zones. The free-standing sign may
either be a directory sign or identify the building or center only.
E. All wall or fascia-mounted signs for individual businesses shall be uniform in terms of colors,
shapes, and maximum vertical dimension with allother such signs in the center. A proposal for
signing for the entire center shall be submitted and approved prior to issuance of any sign
permi t
.
F. The location, size, and height of free-standing identification signs must not obstruct views
for safety reasons or obscure other adjacent signs. The precise location of the proposed sign
shall be noted on the sign permit application.
PART V HISTORIC OVERLAY DISTRICTS
In addition to the preceding regulations, properties
within the boundaries of the HISTORIC DISTRICTS, as
defined on the official zoning map for the Town of Exeter,
must comply with the foUowing regulations and receive
approval from the HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMIS-
SION.
Exeter Historic Districts
Sign Ordinance - Commerical District: The goals and
stemdards of the Exeter Historic District Commission in
reviewing and approving apphcations, as well as consid-
ering requests for exceptions in special cases shall be:
1. To insure that the visual impact of all signs shall be
consistent with the historical and architectural qualities
of the Historic District as a whole.
2. To preserve to the extent practicable, the period
architectural details of the facades of the buildings in the
Historic District.
3. To promote the general visual attractiveness of the
Historic District.
4. All other goals and standards consistent with Re-
vised Statutes Annotated Section 674:45-50.
I. SIGN APPLICATION PROCEDURES:
1.1 AU signs erected within the Historic District shall
require an approved application from the Historic Dis-
trict Commission. Applications must be presented by the
building owner or his agent. AppUcants are urged to con-
sult the Historic District Commission guidelines booklet
for definitions of terms £md helpful suggestions.
(Only one face of a two-sided sign shall be used in com-
puting sign area.)
II. SIZE
2.1 Total signage shall be limited proportionate to the
length of street frontage (per Table A).
2.2 Signs required by Federal and/or State law and
Historical Markers will not be considered as part of the
total signage.
III. NUMBER OF SIGNS -BUSINESS
3.1 Each business shEill be permitted one preHminary
and one secondary sign per street facade.
3.2 In case of multiple occupancies, the owner of the
building is responsible for an overedl signage plan. Direc-
tory signs shall be designed and constructed with provi-
sion to allow for changes of occupancy without recon-
struction of the entire sign. Placement of a Directory Sign
may be:
3.2.1 Within a hallway;
3.2.2 In case of recessed doorways, directories may be
located on a wall of the recess:
3.2.3 A projecting sign may be hung over the en-
trance, but it is not to exceed sixteen (16) square feet per
face.
IV. Trademeirks sind Product Nsimes shall be discour-
aged in favor of names of proprietors, business owners or
business names. If trademeirks emd product names are
desired, the Historic District Commission shall review
them carefully to insure that said signs in design, size,
colors, materieds and visual impact are consistent with
the goals and stemdards of the Historic District.
V. LOCATION
5.1 A parallel sign can project no more thetn six inches
(6") from the building surface.
5.2 No projecting sign may overhang beyond a line
five feet (5") from the building face. The height of such
signs shall be according to the individual building, but no
less than eight feet (8') for safety.
5.3 Free-standing signs on permanent posts are not
allowed in the Commercial Historic District.
5.4 An awning or canopy may not extend over two-
thirds of the sidewedk or six feet (6') from the building
face, whichever is the lesser. It shall not extend beyond
the street Light or trees. It is subject to review by the
Historic District Commission. Color and style must be
appropriate to the building emd lettering will be consid-
ered part of the total signage.
5.5 Roof signs are prohibited.
5.6 Animated and moving signs are prohibited.
5.7 Permanent window signs may not take up more
than ten percent (10%) of the window area.
5.8 Doors leading to multiple occupancies shall have
the building name and street number only.
5.9 Each below-street level establishment may have
an appropriate sign at its primary entrance.
5.10 Commercial establishments located at above-
street levels will be permitted window signs only.
VI. TEMPORARY SIGNS
6.1 Window Signs: These are allowable only as they
advertise sales or events for a period of not more than
thirty (30) days. They may cover no more than twenty-
five percent (25%) of the area of the window in which they
appear.
VII. MATERIALS
7.1 Materials appropriate to the Historic District,
such as wood, brass, glass, or wrought iron, wUl be per-
mitted.
VIII. ILLUMINATION
8.1 Signs shall be illuminated only by steady, sta-
tionary, shielded Ught sources directed solely on the sign
without causing glare for motorists, pedestrians, or
neighboring premises.
IX. LETTERING
9.1 Lettering should be appropriate to the definitions
in the guideUnes.
X. MAINTENANCE
10.1 The Historic District Commission has the right to
request reasonable maintenance in the Historic District,
to be carried out within the calendar year of the request.
XI. SPECIAL CASES
11.1 Requests for exceptions for any of the above will
be reviewed by the Historic District Commission.
Sign Ordinance - Residential District
The goals etnd standards of the Exeter Historic District
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Commission in reviewing and approving applications, as
well as considering requests for exceptions in special
cases under Section XII, shall be:
1. To insure that the visual impact of all signs shall be
consistent with the historical and architectural qualities
of the Historic District as a whole.
2. To preserve, to the extent practicable, the period
architectural detedls of the facades of the buildings in the
Historic District.
3. To promote the general visual attractiveness of the
Historic District.
4. All other goals and standards consistent with Re-
vised Statutes Annotated Chapter 674:45-50.
I. Sign Application Procedures
1.1 AU signs erected within the Historic District shall
require an approved application from the Historic Dis-
trict Commission. Applications must be presented by the
building owner or his agent.
1.2 Signs required by Federal and/or State law and
Historical Markers will not be considered a part of the
total signage.
II. Location
2.1 A parallel sign can project no more than six inches
(6") from the building surface.
2.2 No sign may project from the building face for
more than three feet (3') or be more than four square feet
in size.
2.3 Free-standing signs on permanent posts are not
encouraged but are allowed on private land so long as
requirements for size, location, materials, lettering and
illumination are met, as stated in Sign Ordinance —




A. It shaU be unlawful for any person to erect, install,
emd/or replace any sign which requires a sign permit
within the Town without first applying for £md obtaining
a sign permit from the Plaiming Department.
B. Failure to conform to the conditions of a sign per-
mit, including any conditions and/or stipulations at-
Hi'.-,".-c nnrRj-.T-.
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SIGN ::pr.
tached thereto by the Planning Board, Zoning Board of
Adjustment, and/or Board of Selectmen shall render such
permit void.
C. Fees for sign permits shall be required and payable
in such sums as the Board of Selectmen may from time to
time establish by resolution. Fees shall not be required to
replace em existing sign.
D. A sign permit does not include electrical work;
however, this exemption shall not be deemed to grant
authorization for any work to be done in violation of the
provisions of any other laws or ordinemces.
Fee Schedule
The application fees for sign permits are based on the
type of use the sign will be associated with. The prices
listed are for each sign, not each use:
Use Application Fee per Sign
Residential $10.00
Home Occupation $10.00
Home, Religious, Non-Profit, etc. $10.00
Commercial $25.00
Industrial $25.00
ARTICLE 21 - Zoning Amendment if9
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#9 as proposed by the Planning Board and Conservation
Commission for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows?
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 6.87b by
deleting the second full paragraph which reads as follows:
For the purpose of this ordinance, in those areas not
served by Town water emd sewer, poorly drained Scantic
and Swanton soils shall be treated as very poorly drained
soils. In those eireas served by Town water and sewer,
Scantic and Swanton soils shall be treated as poorly
drained.
ARTICLE 22 - Zoning Amendment #10
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#10 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows?
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 6 of the
Zoning Ordinance by adding a new section, 6.89, regulat-
ing the siting and use of heliports. Heliports would be
eJlowed by permit upon the gremting of a special excep-
tion by the Boeu-d of Adjustment in the following zones:
RU (rural), C-2 (Highway Commercial), C-3 (Epping Road
Commerical), H (Hospital), PP (Professional/Technology
Park), I (Industrieil) and 1-3 (Epping Road Industrial).
ARTICLE 6.89 - HELICOPTER ORDINANCE
I. Purpose: In order to promote the orderly tmd safe
development of helicopter services within the Town of
Exeter, it has been deemed appropriate to adopt a special
ordinance in order to insure public safety as well as com-
mercial or recreationed convenience.
II. Definitions:
A. Helicopter: An aircraft propelled and sustained by
horizontal propellers, rotary wings, or other aircraft ca-
pable of hovering.
B. Heliport: An area used, or to be used, for landing or
teike-off of helicopters and includes any and aU of the eirea
and buildings which are appropriate to accomplish these
functions.
III. Regulation of Heliports:
A. Heliports shall only be permitted in the RU, C-2, C-
3, H, PP, I and 1-3 zones provided landing area site ap-
provaJ and registration is completed by the State Divi-
sion of Aeronautics in accordance with RSA 422:20.
Heliports may be permitted only upon authorization by
the Board of Adjustment by specieJ exception provided
the following requirements aire met:
1. The heliport must clearly be shown to be incidented
to the principal use of the property;
2. The proposed use will not adversely affect the ad-
joining land uses and the growth euid development of the
area in which it is proposed to be located;
3. The traffic generated by the proposed use wiU not
impose an undue burden upon the streets and highways
designed to carry the traffic in the eirea;
4. The use will not be detrimental to the public health,
safety, welfare and convenience of the citizens of Exeter;
5. Due consideration has been given to the selection of
site and flight paths which £ire near or adjacent to large
open EU-eas or bodies of water so as to minimize public
safety concerns;
6. That the applicant agrees as a condition of the spe-
cial exception to obtain Planning Board approval of the
site plan in addition to State Division of Aeronautics site
approval Jind registration prior to applying for a building
permit. The Board of Adjustment may require the appli-
cant to obtain Planning Board approval of the site prior
to scheduling a hearing on an application for a special
exception.
B. Permits for estabhshing and maintaining heliports
shall be issued to the owner or lessee of the heliport by the
Code Enforcement Officer after being granted a speciEil
exception by the Board of Adjustment. All requests shall
be considered as non-residential and as such will be sub-
ject to the normal application eind site plan review
process.
IV. General Regulations:
A. It shall be unlawful to take off or land a helicopter
anywhere within the Town of Exeter except at a heliport
for which a permit has been issued by the Town of Exeter
unless such take-off or landing is performed in conjunc-
tion with one of the following:
1. Special events such as an athletic contest, holiday
celebration, parade or similar activity after reasonable
advance notice has been given to the Exeter Police and
Fire Departments and approval has been issued by the
Board of Selectmen or their designated agent;
2. When necessary for law enforcement or other pub-
He safety purposes;
3. When necessary for aircraft or medical emergencies;
4. yVhen required by the officer in charge of the Exe-
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ter Fire Department in conjunction with Fire Depeirtment
operations;
5. Occasional landing to pick up or discharge pass-
engers at a location where regular use is neither permitted
nor anticipated. Such occasional landing shall not exceed
more than one (1) per year.
ARTICLE 23 • Zoning Amendment #11
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#11 as proposed by the Board of Selectmen for the Town
Zoning OrdinEuice as follows?
To amend the Zoning ordinance by adding a new sec-
tion, Article 4.42, Junk Cars, as follows:
a. Even if an unregistered motor vehicle or a registered
motor vehicle does not have a valid state motor vehicle
inspection sticker is intended to be repaired or is in con-
dition for legal use on the public highways, no more than
one (1) such motor vehicle may be stored outside of a
building on a lot for a period not to exceed one year,
except for a state licensed new or used motor vehicle
dealer or a state licensed junk motor vehicle dealer.
ARTICLE 24 - Zoning Amendment #12
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
#12 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows?
To vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance and Zoning
Map by deleting in their entirety all regulations and ref-
erences to the LC — Land Conservation District Zone and
adopting in their place a new section. Article 6.90 'Exeter
Shoreland Protection District Ordinance.'
EXETER SHORELAND PROTECTION DISTRICT
ORDINANCE 6.90
A. AUTHORITY AND PURPOSE
Pursuant to RSA 674:16-21, the Town of Exeter hereby
adopts the Exeter Shoreland Protection District and ac-
companying regulations in order to protect and promote
public health, resource conservation and the general wel-
fare and to:
1. Protect, maintain and enhance the water quality of
the Exeter River, its tributtuies and the water works
pond in the Town of Exeter, tuid to ensure the continued
availability of a safe pubhc water supply;
2. Protect, maintain and enhance the water quality of
the Squamscott River and its tributaries in the Town of
Exeter;
3. Conserve and protect aquatic and terrestrial
habitat associated with river areas as well as intertidal
and ripeuian areas;
4. Preserve and enhance those recreational and aes-
thetic values associated with the natural shoreline cmd
river environment, both fresh and salt;
5. Encourage those uses that can be appropriately
located adjacent to shorelines.
B. DEFINITIONS
1. Hazardous emd toxic materials. Includes, but is not
limited to, volatile organic chemicals, petroleum pro-
ducts, heavy metals, radioactive or infectious wastes,
acids and alkalies, pesticides, herbicides, solvents and
thiimers, and such other substances as defined in NH
Water Supply and Pollution Control Rules, Section Ws
410.04(1), in NH SoUd Waste Rules He-P 1091.03(v), and
in the code of Federal Regulations 40 CFR 261.
2. Perennial brooks, streams and creeks. Brooks,
streams and creeks that appettf on US Geological Survey
quadrangle maps revised (7.5", scale 1":24,000") covering
the Town of Exeter.
3. Residential accessory structure. A subordinate
structure located on the same lot as the principeil build-
ing, the use of which is incidental to the principal build-
ing, and discharges no sewage or other wastes.
4. Seasonal High Water Level (fresh). The average
annual high water elevation of a stream, brook or river,
including contiguous wetlands £md floodplains.
5. Mean High Water (salt). As determined according
to the published tables and stemdards of the National
Ocean Survey, adjusted to the locality from such tables.
6. Shoreline (fresh). The water's edge at seasonal high
water level.
7. Shoreline (salt). The water's edge at mean high wa-
ter.
8. Bulk Storage. Storage of materials intended for
wholesale distribution or used in a manufacturing facility.
C. DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
The Exeter Shoreland Protection District is defined to
include the following:
Exeter River (fresh)
1. (a) The areas of land within 300 feet horizontal
distance of the settsonal high water level of the Exeter
River emd its major tributaries. Major tributfuies of the
Exeter River within the Town of Exeter are defined to be
the following: water flowing north from Great Meadows,
water flowing westerly from the Cove and from wetlands
between Hampton and Hampton Falls Roads, Little
River, Dudley Brook and Bloody Brook south of Route
101.
(b) In addition, the areas of land within 150 feet hori-
zontal distance of the seasonal high water level of all
perennial brooks and streams within the Exeter River
Watershed and all other perennial brooks and streams.
Squamscott River (salt)
2. (a) The areas of land within 300 feet horizontal
distance of the shoreline of the Squamscott River, and its
major tributaries. Major tributaries of the Squamscott
River within the Town of Exeter are defined to be the
following:
Norris Brook to its confluence with Watson Brook,
Wheelwright Creek, Parkman Brook, and Rocky HiU
Brook, and Dearborn Brook and Waterworks Pond, due
to their importance to the public water supply.
(b) In addition, the areas of land within 150 feet hori-
zonted distance of the mean high water level of all per-
ennieJ brooks, stretuns and creeks within the Squamscott
River watershed.
(c) The areas of land within 150 feet horizontal distance
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of the upland extent of any tidal marsh adjacent to the
SquEtmscott River.
D. USE REGULATIONS
1. Minimum Lot Size: The minimum lot size within
the Shoreland Protection District shall be the same as
required in the underlying Zoning District £md by applic-
able subdivision regulations for the Town.
2. Meiximum Lot Coverage: Structures, including
pavement, shall not cover more than 20% of any lot or
portion thereof within the Shoreland Protection District.
3. Building Setbacks: No building (except a structure
permitted as a Conditional Use, under section D.7 a(4))
septic system or septic system leaching field, (except a
repair or reconstruction) shail be constructed on or moved
to a site within 150 feet from the shoreline of the Exeter
River, the shoreline of the Squamscott River, or their
major tributaries as herein defined, or within 100 feet
from the shoreline of perennial brooks and streams lo-
cated within the Exeter Shoreland Protection District.
a. Exemptions: prior to the date on which this
amendment was posted, the following uses are exempt
from the provisions of D.3.
1.) Septic Systems: septic systems or septic system
leaching field designs applied for with the State Water
Supply and Pollution Control Boards, as well as principal
buildings associated with such uses.
2.) Applications Submitted: applications submitted
for consideration by the Planning Board.
4. Surface Alterations: Alteration of the surface con-
figuration of land by the addition of fill or by dredging
shall be permitted within 150 feet of the shoreline of the
Exeter River, Squamscott River or their major tributaries
only to the extent necessitated by a permitted or condi-
tionally permitted use.
5. Vegetative Buffer: Alteration of natural vegetation
or managed woodland within 75 feet of the shoreline of
the Exeter River, Squamscott River or their major trib-
uteuies shall be permitted only to the extent necessitated
by a permitted or conditionally permitted use.
6. Prohibited Uses: The following uses shall not be
permitted within the Exeter Shoreland Protection Dis-
trict:
a. Disposal of solid waste (as defined by the NH Re-
vised Statutes Annotated 149-M) other than brush;
b. On site hemdling, disposal, bulk storage, processing
or recycling of hftzardous or toxic materisds;
c. Disposal of Uquid or leachable wastes, except from
residential subsurface disposal systems, and approved
commercifd or industrial systems that are otherwise
permitted by this section;
d. Buried storage of petroleum fuel and other refined
petroleum products except as regulated by the NH Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission (Ws 411
Control of Non-residential Underground Storage emd
Handling of Oil and Petroleum Liquids). Storage tanks
for petroleum products, if contained within basements,
are permitted;
e. Outdoor unenclosed or uncovered storage of road
salt and other de-icing chemicals;
f. Dumping of snow containing road salt or other de-
icing chemicals;
g. Commercial animal feedlots;
h. Automotive service and repair shops; junk and sal-
vage yards;
i. Dry deeming estabUshments;
j. Laundry and car wash establishments not served by
a centred municiped sewer system.
k. Esu-th excavation as defined by Revised Statutes
Annotated 155:E, Within 150 feet of the Exeter River,
Squeimscott River or their major tributsuies. It is prohib-
ited to conduct said excavation within 4 feet of the Sea-
sonal High Water Table.
7. Conditional Uses:
a. The following uses, if aUowed in the underlying zon-
ing district, are permitted only after a Conditioned Use
Permit is granted by the Planning Board:
1.) Industrial and commercial uses not otherwise
prohibited in Section D.6 of these reg^ations;
2.) Multi-family residential development;
3.) Transmission lines, access ways, including
driveways and parking lots or roadways, paved or un-
paved, within 150 feet of the Exeter River, Squamscott
River or their major tributaries, or within 100 feet of
perennial brooks, streams and creeks located within the
Exeter Shoreland Protection District;
4.) Detention ponds, treatment swedes, and other
dreiinage structures as required by State or local regula-
tions.
b. The Planning Boeu-d may grant a Conditioned Use
Permit for those uses Usted above only after written find-
ings of fact are made which have been reviewed by tech-
nical experts from the Rockingham Conservation Dis-
trict, if required by the Planning Boeu-d, at the cost of the
developer, provided that edl of the following are true:
l.)The proposed use will not detrimentally affect the
surface water quality of the adjacent river or tributary, or
otherwise result in unheedthful conditions.
2.) The proposed use will discheu-ge no waste water on
site other thein that normedly discheu"ged by domestic
waste water disposed systems and will not involve on-site
storage or disposed or toxic wastes as herein defined.
3.)The proposed use will not result in undue deunage
to spawning grounds emd other wildlife habitat.
4.)The proposed use complies with the use regulations
identified in Section D and edl other applicable sections of
this eu-ticle.
5.)The design and construction of the proposed use
wUl be consistent with the intent of the purposes set forth
in Section A.
8. Lots of Record: (See 9.e)
9. Permitted Uses:
The following uses are permitted within the Exeter
Shoreland Protection District provided they are con-
ducted in accordance with the purpose and intent of this
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Ordinance.
a. Agriculture, including grazing, hay production,
Christmas tree growing and harvesting, aquaculture,
truck gardening and sUage production, provided that
such use will not cause increases in surface or ground-
water contamination by pesticides, fertilizers, or other
hazardous or toxic substances and that such use will not
cause or contribute to substantial soil erosion and stream
sedimentation. However, no clearing of natural vegeta-
tion within the vegetated buffer (as defined in Section D.5
above) shall be permitted for the purpose of establishing
new tilled and cultivated farmland without a conditional
use permit D.7. All pesticide applications shall be con
ducted in strict accordance with the requirements set
forth in NH Revised Statutes Annotated 430:28 et seq.
b. Forest Management, including the construction of
access ways for said purpose and all harvests of woody
vegetation for conversion of land to non-forest manage-
ment or agricultural purposes. Partial cutting of trees is
limited to thirty percent (30%) of the preharvest basal
area for all live trees measuring six (6) inches diameter,
breast height (4.6 feet above ground level), or greater.
Partial cuttings shall be done in such a way that a well
distributed stand of healthy growing trees remains.
Clearcuts to develop improved wildlife habitat and
promote forest regeneration are restricted to one quarter
{V4) acre openings dispersed throughout the Shoreland
Protection District are limited to one cut per ten years.
Salvage necessitated by acts of God shall exempt prop-
erty owners from the conditions of Section 9(b).
c. Residential accessory structures, of less than 400
square feet in first floor area, within 150 feet of the Exeter
River, Squamscott River or their major tributaries, or
within 100 feet of perennial brooks, streams and creeks
located within the Exeter Shoreland Protection District,
providing that the Building Inspector has determined
that the conditions set forth above have been met.
d. The clearing of natural vegetation for the creation of
new agricultural land not closer than 20 feet from a
shoreline, provided that any agricultural activities are
carried out according to best management practices as
prescribed by the Rockingham Coimty Conservation
District as determined by the Code Enforcement Officer.
e. The erection of a principal building of an official lot
of record, as recorded in the Rockingham County Regi-
stry of Deeds, prior to the date on which this amendment
was posted and published in the Town, provided the
Building Inspector determines the following to be true:
1) The use for which the exception is sought cannot
feasibly be carried out on a portion or portions of the lot
which are outside the Exeter Shoreland Protection Dis-
trict.
2) The design and construction of the proposed use
will, to the extent practical, be consistent with the pur-
pose and intent of this Section.
f. Uses permitted in the underlying district of the Zon-
ing Ordinance, except for those listed as conditional uses
in Section D.7 and those prohibited in Section D.6.
10. Non applicability to the C-1 (downtown) and WC
Districts:
The following provisions shtdl not apply to the C-1
(downtown portion only) and WC Districts: D-2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
h, i, j, k.
11. Validity:
The invalidity of any provisions of this ordinance shall
not affect the validity of any other provisions.
E. ADMINISTRATION:
1. General: The provisions of the Exeter Shoreland
Protection District Ordinance shall be administered by
the following:
a. Building Inspector for bmlding permits;
b. Planning Board for subdivision, site plan review,
and conditional use approval; and
c. Zoning Board of Adjustment for special exception
approval of existing lots.
2. Enforcement: The Code Enforcement Officer shall
be responsible for the enforcement of the provisions and
conditions of the Exeter Shoreland Protection District
Ordinance.
EFFECTIVE DATE
This Article shaU become effective upon the date of
passage.
ARTICLE 25 - Zoning Amendment #13
Are you in favor of the adoption of Zoning Amendment
)l'13 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows?
To vote to amend the Zoning Map by changing the area
now designated as 'R-1, Single Family' east of Route 51
across from the entrance to ApoUo Computer to 'C-2,
Highway Commercial' as shown on the map posted
herewith.
(See Map next page)
ARTICLE 26
To choose all other necessary Town Officers, Auditors,
or Committees for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 27
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven
Hundred Twelve Thousand One Hundred Forty-Three
Dollars ($712,143.00) for the Water Treatment Plant
upgrade -Phase I, by the issuance of serial notes or bonds
of the Town under, and in accordance with, the provisions
of Chapter 33 (Municipal Finance Act) of New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended; the discretion
of fixing the dates, maturity, interest, or discount rates,
the place of payment, the forms, and the details of said
bonds or notes, to be delegated to the selectmen.
ARTICLE 28
To see if the Town wiU vote to reiise and appropriate the
sum of Four Hundred Forty-One Thousand Seven Hun-
dred Fifty Dollars ($441,750.00) for the purpose of con-
structing sewerage and sewage treatment facilities which




tion Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq) and
will qualify the Town for Federal funds, such sum to be
raised by the issueince of serial bonds or notes not to
exceed One Hundred Ninety-Eight Thousand Seven
Hundred Eighty-eight Dollars ($198,788.00) under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (NH Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 33 Section
1 et seq.,) as notes and to determine the rates of interest
thereon, and to ttike such other actions as may be neces-
sary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and deUvery
of such bonds or notes as shtdl be in the best interest of
the Town, jind to aJlow the Selectmen to expend such
monies as become available from the Federal Government
under the Fintmcial Assistance Program of the Construc-
tion grants Section of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, as amended (33 U.S. C, 1251 et seq.) and
pass any vote related thereto.
ARTICLE 29
To see what sums of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for the maintenance of the poor, for repairing
and building bridges, for repairing and building side-
walks, for building dreiins Euid sewers, for oiling streets,
for payment of the Town departments, for Ughting the
streets, for defraying expenses of decorating the graves of
soldiers, for payment of firemen during the ensuing year,
and for other charges arising within the town.
ARTICLE 30
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer,
with the approval of the Selectmen, and pursuant to New
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 33 Sec-
tion 7 and Chapter 33 Section 7-a to incur debt for tem-
porary loans in anticipation of 1989 tetxes, and in tmtici-
pation of any bond issue which may be voted by the
Town, and to issue, therefore, notes of the Town payable
within one (1) year after their date, £uid to pay or renew
the SEune by issue of new notes payable within one (1) year
after the date of the original publication.
ARTICLE 31
To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Select-
men to apply for, receive eind expend money from federtd
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and state grants which may become available during the
year, in accordance with New Hampshire Revised Stat-
utes Annotated Chapter 31, Section 95-b, and also to
accept or expend money from any other governmental
unit or a private source requiring that such sums be used
for purposes for which a town may legally appropriate
Money: to include (but not limited to) such monies as those
provided by the Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF), the Office of Coastal Zone Management, the
Environmental Protection Agency, and the NH Land
Conservation Investment Program.
ARTICLE 32
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Thirty-Nine Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars
($39,700.00) to replace approximately 2,200 feet of
Swasey Parkway walkway and fence adjacent to the
Squamscott River.
ARTICLE 33
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen
to negotiate £md sell a 0.55 acre parcel of land on the west
side of Epping Road, adjacent to property of Holloway
and Mtirkie, for em amount not less than its fair market
value as confirmed by the Teix Assessor.
ARTICLE 34
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
Revised Statutes Annotated 149-1 vesting the Selectmen
and under their direction, the Town Manager, with the
authority to regulate all sewerage and waste treatment
facilities in the Town, gremting them the seune powers as
the Mayor and Board of Aldermen exercise in cities.
ARTICLE 35
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Ninety-Three Thousand Dollars ($93,000.00) for
use by the Exeter Waterfront Committee for design, en-
gineering and construction associated with improve-
ments to Exeter's Waterfront and to accept the sum of
Fifty-Four Thousand Six Hundred Thirty Dollars
($54,630.00) for use by the Exeter Waterfront Committee
for sfiid design, engineering and construction from the
Land and Water Conservation Fund and the Office of
Coastal Zone Memagement.
ARTICLE 36
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Eight Thousand Eight Hundred Twelve Dollars
($8,812.00) as its contribution to the Rockingham Plan-
ning Commission.
ARTICLE 37
To see if the Town will vote to begin a voluntary curb-
side recycling program on July 1, 1989 and, if less than
80% of the Town participates in the voluntary program,
begin a mandatory curbside recycling program on
November 1, 1989, and to reuse and appropriate the sum
of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) to
support a twenty-one (21) month curbside recycling pro-
greun.
ARTICLE 38
To see if the Town wiU vote pursuant to the provisions
of Revised Statutes Annotated 31:40, to delegate to the
Selectmen the authority to regulate taxicabs within the
Town's boundaries.
ARTICLE 39
To see if the Town wLU vote to raise euid appropriate the
sum of Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00) to provide funds
to cover the cost of celebrating the 350th emniversary of
the founding of Exeter.
ARTICLE 40
To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable
general fund trust fund, under the provisions of Revised
Statutes Annotated 31:19-a, to be known as the Town
Retirement Sick Leave Fund, emd to raise emd appropri-
ate the sum of Twenty-One Thousand Two Hundred Four
Dollars ($21,204.00) to be deposited in said Fund, and to
authorize the Selectmen to expend such monies from said
fund as are required by the Town to meet its obligation to
retiring employees.
ARTICLE 41
To see if the Town wQl vote to fix the annued stdary of
the Town Clerk at Twenty-Nine Thousand Two Himdred
One Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents ($29,201.69), and to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Nine
Hundred Ten Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents ($1,910.69)
above the sum budgeted therefore.
ARTICLE 42
To see if the Town will vote to fix the annual salary of
the Town Treasurer at Seven Thousemd Six Hundred and
Fifty-One Dollars ($7,651.00) and to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Hundred Sixty-Four Dollars ($364.00)
above the sum budgeted therefore.
ARTICLE 43
On petition of David LaFreniere and others to see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
take such action as necessary to join the Southeast Re-
gional Refuse Disposal District, for purposes of actively
peu'ticipating in the planning and solution of regional re-
fuse disposed.
ARTICLE 44
To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Eighty-Eight Thousand Two Dollars ($88,002.00)
for the payment of the Town's sheire of the budget of the
Southeast Regional Refuse Disposed District for the fisced
year of said district ending March 31, 1990, and to au-
thorize the Treasurer to pay the appropriated eimount to
sedd district in four (4) quarterly instedlments commenc-
ing on April 1, 1989 emd continuing on or before the first
day of each successive calendar quarter, and to take ac-
tion relative thereto.
ARTICLE 45
On petition of Ella Call and others to see if the Town
wUI vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thou-
sand Six Hundred Dollars ($2,600.00) for the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program (R.S.V.P.) to help defray some
of the expenses for the fisced yeeu- 1989-1990.
ARTICLE 46
On petition of David LaFreniere and others to see if the
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Town will vote to authorize the Town to provide snow-
plowing and road sanding on Connie Road, (private way)
so 8is to aUow continuous undelayed access to emergency,
fire, police, eind other safety vehicles to this road. General
road maintenance and improvement costs are to remain
the responsibility of the residents located on said road.
ARTICLE 47
On petition of Donna Schlachman and others to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Four Thousand Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($4,250.00)
for the Richie McFarland Children's Center.
ARTICLE 48
On petition of Elizabeth M. Ford and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand Seven Hundred Forty Dollars ($5,740.00) to
assist Seacoast Hospice, a non-profit organization.
ARTICLE 49
On petition of Walter E. Doe, Jr. and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine-
teen Thousand Four Hundred Eighty-eight Dolleirs and
Sixty Cents ($19,488.60) to the Exeter Area Visiting
Nurse Association for providing continued health care to
residents of Exeter.
ARTICLE 50
On petition of Barbara Jeunes and others, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight
Thousand Thirteen Dollars ($8,013.00) to the Greater
Raymond Community Action Center, part of the Rock-
ingham County Community Action Program, Inc., a pri-
vate non-profit, anti-poverty agency.
ARTICLES!
On petition of Joanna Pellerin and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) for the use of the Exeter
Conservation Commission to enable it to purchase land.
easements, or water rights, which purchase or purchases
it deems to be in the pubUc interest for the purpose of
preserving open space and natural resources of the Town
and to provide sites for passive recreation.
ARTICLE 52
On petition of Linda Carey and others to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve
Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00) for the purpose of helping
to defray the cost of services provided to the Town of
Exeter and its residents by the Area Homemeiker Home
Health Aide Service, Inc.
ARTICLE 53
On petition of Salvatore Morgani and others to see if
the Town wiU vote to join a 149-M planning sub-district
within the existing 149-M district for the purpose of cre-
ating a regioned solid waste district under State of New
Hampshire Revised Statutes 53:A. The Planning District
will report back to town meeting for acceptance of the
plan and proposed agreement (and budget) within one (1)
yetir. The plan wLU include the selection and siting of
faculties within the sub-district with the emphasis on re-
duction, reuse, and recycling of as much waste as possi-
ble. The facilities to be sited include: recycling center, also
known as a MRF (Materials Recovery Facility — a facUity
set up to process glass, cans (aluminum and steel), paper,
plastics Euid other items into resaleable materijil for re-
manufacturing), a yard and wood waste processing center
(to include stumps); a co-composting center (for septage,
organic fraction of Municipal SoUd Waste (MSW), sewer-
age treatment plant sludges and biproducts from yard
waste) septage treatment/dewatering facility and a land-
fill (to include study of landfUl mining). Also to be under-
taken is an analysis of the collection and transportation
network to service the communities and facilities. The
sub-district is to devise a plan to heindle its waste without
the use of incineration and develop plsms for a leindfill that
wUl not accept ash from a mass bum incinerator. The sub-
district will be made up of the following towns and will be
formed if at least two of them vote in the affirmative —
Exeter/East Kingston/Kingston/Newton and Hamp-
stead. If other towns request to join the 149-M planning
sub-district they will be considered and assessed on a case
by case basis, and to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twelve Thoussmd Dolleu-s
($12,000.00) for the payment of the Town's share of the
planning sub-district's (149-M) budget (1st year).
ARTICLE 54
On petition of Roy E. Morrissette and others to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) to assist Rock-
ingham Counseling Center, a private non-profit organiza-
tion.
ARTICLE 55
On petition of Virginia H. Carl and others to see if the
Town, in recognition of the decreasing supply of available
affordable housing, will direct the Board of Selectmen to
appoint, within 30 days of this annued meeting, an af-
fordable housing committee. This committee wUl make
recommendations to the Board of Selectmen within three
months which the Board would then work to implement.
The Board of Selectmen shall report on its implementa-
tion of the proposed solutions at the next town meeting,
March, 1990.
ARTICLE 56
On petition of Brian E. Roach and others to see if the
Town will vote to provide snowplowing and road sanding
of Brookside Drive, so as to allow continuous undelayed
access to emergency, fire, police, and other safety ve-
hicles. Genered road maintenance and improvement costs
are to remain the responsibihty of the residents of said
road.
ARTICLE 57
On petition of Salvatore Morgani and others to see if
the Town wUl vote to begin a mandatory curbside recycl-
ing program on July 1, 1989, to collect glass, aluminum
cans, mixed paper, cardboard, and plastics and at the
Town landfill or designated area to recycle metals, tires,
used motor oil, woods and brush, other compostibles and
18
such other items as can be recycled. Methods of recycling:
A. That recyclables be collected at the curbside on the
same day that other trash is collected;
B. That recyclables be mingled in a container provided
for such a purpose either by the Town or by a recycling
contractor:
C. That the program include industries and businesses,
as well as residences. Disposal of recyclables in the land-
fill is prohibited;
D. That the Town shall employ a private contractor to
operate the program;
E. That the recycling program be administered by the
Depftrtment of PubUc Works, which would prepare the
Request for Proposal in soliciting a private operator;
F. That on October 1, 1989, the Town begin a program
of leaf pickup utilizing biodegradable bags. A portion of
the cost of the bags will be borne by the Town. Leaves will
no longer be picked up in non-biodegradable bags.
An education program shall be provided for which shall
be administered by the Town or private vendor. Also, the
Town shall vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Hundred Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($125,000.00) to
carry out the provisions of this article.
ARTICLE 58
On petition of Lois M. Hutchins and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) for the support of the
Seacoast Mental Health Center.
ARTICLE 59
On petition of Patricia M. Dawley and others to see if
the Town will vote to provide snowplowing and road
sanding on Hunter Place (a private way) so as to allow
continuous undelayed access to emergency, fire, police
£ind other safety vehicles to this road. General road main-
tensmce and improvement costs are to remain the re-
sponsibility of the residents located on s£iid road.
ARTICLE 60
On petition of Thomas Thornton and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise the sum of Twelve Thousemd Five
Hundred Dollars ($12,500.00) to provide for the services
of a Business Manager for the Exeter PubUc Library.
ARTICLE 61
On petition of Marilyn Spoerl and others, to see if the
Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven
Thousand Five Hundred DoUars ($7,500.00) for the Sea-
coast Big Brother/Big Sister Agency, a non-profit organ-
ization, to help defray some of the expenses for fiscal year
1989.
ARTICLE 62
On petition of John N. Martin and others, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand DoUars ($2,000.00) for A SAFE PLACE/Sea-
coast Task Force on Family Violence, a private, non-profit
organization which provides emergency shelter and sup-
port services for battered women and their children, and
serves residents of the Town of Exeter.
ARTICLE 63
On petition of Marilyn Kellogg and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-Five Dollars
($2,875.00) to assist the Newmarket/Exeter Child Care
Centers, Inc., a non-profit agency located in the Town of
Exeter.
ARTICLE 64
On petition of Sharon F. Gerard and others to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight
Hundred Dollars ($800.00) to the Women's Resource
Center, a private non-profit organization, to assist in
funding the Rape Crisis Intervention Program, whose
agency trains police on sexual abuse issues and helps
sexual abuse survivors in your town.
ARTICLE 65
To transact any other business that may legally come
before sedd meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 22nd day of Feb-
ruary, 1989.
Shermein E. Chester, ChEtirmein
Robert H. Stewart, Vice-Chairman




We certify that on the 27th day of February, 1989, we
caused a true copy of the within Warrant to be posted at
the Town Hall in Exeter, at Gerry's Variety Store in
Exeter, and at the Exeter High School gymnasium in
Exeter.
Sherman E. Chester, Chairman
Robert H. Stewart, Vice-Chairman
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Carri • Plodzik • Sanderson
Professional Association
accountants & auditors
193 North Main Street
Concord. New Hampshire 0330'
Telephone 603-225-6996
March 18, 1988
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Exeter
Exeter, New Hampshire
Dear Members of the Board:
We have examined the financial statements of the Town of Exeter for the year
ended December 31, 1987 and have issued our report thereon dated March 18,
1988. In connection with our examination, we reviewed and tested the Town's
systems of internal accounting control and operating procedures to the extent
we considered necessary to evaluate the systems as required by generally
accepted auditing standards. The purpose of our review of these systems was
not to express an opinion on internal accounting control, and it would not
necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
In the following paragraphs, we present our comments and recommendations for
improving specific aspects of the Town's systems and procedures. Most are
repeated from prior years. We also refer you to the Appendix to this letter
which explains the purpose of our review, its limitations, and the
professional standards involved.
GENERAL
Typically, a report of this type places a greater emphasis on findings of a
critical nature. Therefore, to put our comments and recommendations in proper
perspective, it should be noted that the weaknesses observed are not
necessarily the result of poor management. Oftentimes, they are due to
factors outside the control of the Town's personnel, such as organizational
restrictions, budgetary limitations, or inadequate software systems. We have
noted many positive aspects of the Town's financial management and procedures
which are not set forth in this report.
A. TAX COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNTS
Our examination of the Tax Collector's accounts for the year ended
December 31, 1987 was made very difficult because of misclassif ication of
amounts between levies and accounts. No summary of warrants and tax
sales was prepared at year end. In addition, land use change taxes and
yield tax collections did not go through the Tax Collector's office.
We incurred considerable extra audit time .reconciling the taxes and




LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1987
B. TOWN CLERK'S ACCOUNTS
Our examination of the Town Clerk's accounts continued to reveal these
same situations which are weaknesses in internal accounting control.
1. Auto permit numbers are not recorded anywhere. Since the permits
are preprinted and issued by date, there is no control over the
amount of permits issued.
2. The Town Clerk does not reconcile the records with the bookkeeper on
a current or monthly basis.
3. There are very loose controls in the collections of other fees such
as vital statistics and dog licenses.
He offer the following recommendations in order to help correct the
above.
1. All auto permits issued should be recorded by auto permit number.
All numbers should be accounted for as either being issued,
unissued, or voided.
2. The Town Clerk should reconcile the recapitulation sheets with the
bookkeeper monthly, and any discrepancies in collections reported
should be corrected or explained.
3. All vital statistic fee slips should'be prenumbered, dated, and
segregated as to type of fee. All dog licenses issued should also
be recorded by number in order to effectively control the
collections.
C. GENERAL TOWN RECORDS AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The Town is utilizing a Cado system for many of its accounting functions.
The software does have certain limitations, and we believe that it is
possible that all functions or capabilities are not being utilized.
The bookkeeper still expends an inordinate amount of time, because of
software restrictions, in creating adjusting journal entries. In
addition, the bookkeeping functions are being performed by one person for
the General Fund, Water and Sewer Departments, and Capital Projects
Funds. Although we feel this individual to be capable, the volume and
complexities of the transactions necessitate a review of the accounting
functions and related time constraints involved. Based on the foregoing
observations, we recommend the Town consider the following suggestions to
improve tl\e general record-keeping and accounting records, in order to





LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1987
1, Need for Experienced Accountant/FiaaDcial Manager to Supervise All
Town Accounting Functions
We reconunend the Town consider hiring an experienced
accountant/financial nanager to assune the responsibility and
supervision of all the Town's accounting and record-keeping
functions. The individual must be competent and experienced in
governmental accounting to assume the responsibility for the
following:
a. Reviewing and appraising the soundness, adequacy and
application of accounting, financial and operating controls.
b. Ascertaining the extent of compliance with established
policies, plans and procedures, to include State and Federal
statutes where applicable.
c. Ascertaining the extent to which the Town's assets are
accounted for and safeguarded from losses of all kinds.
d. Supervising the various clerical aspects of the accounting
functions, including bookkeeping and responsibility for
preparing periodic financial reports, such as the Tax
Collector's summary of warrants and tax sale reports.
e. Confirming the reliability of accounting and other data within
the organization.
f. Monitoring the data processing systems and applications to
determine reliability in processing data in a timely, accurate,
and complete manner.
2. Documentation ot Accounting Policies and Procedures
The function of key accounting and operational controls is dependent
upon the task knowledge of employees, such that the absence or
termination of certain employees may not provide the continuity
necessary to ensure the continued enforcement of control procedures.
Without documented policies and procedures and constant review by
management officials, a gradual erosion may occur in the centralized
accounting, receiving and treasury functions (so important to proper
internal control)
.
Ve recommend that formal accounting policies be established for the
accounting office and the various departments involved in the
collection of Town funds. An accounting procedures manual will





LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1987
a. A description of all departments' bookkeeping records;
b. An organizational chart and job description for each
bookkeeping function;
c. A detailed chart of accounts and their description;
d. A listing of and procedure for preparing regular financial
reports;
e. A policy statement regarding document filing and records
retention; and
f. A description of accounting checks and proofs to be performed
regularly and accounting procedures for all recurring types of
financial transactions.
This procedures manual should be developed in conjunction with a
formal management plan which identifies and prioritizes the
financial systems. Ve state that implementation of systems without
an overall strategy, developed and agreed to by responsible
individuals, could result in both inadequate systems and inappro-
priate use of Town resources.
Centralized Standard Purchase Order System
We recommend the Town utilize a centralized standard purchase order
system for obtaining goods and services. We suggest the Town
develop written purchasing procedures to include the use of prenua-
bered purchase order forms in order to strengthen the internal
control over goods and services purchased. The benefits of such a
system are numerous and include the following:
a. Controls over all disbursements, including contracted services,
thereby creating better management over departmental
appropriations.
b. Assurance that all encumbrances are recorded in the proper
period and that all unexpended appropriations are returned to
the general fund balance to be available for use in determining
the subsequent year's tax rate.
c. Provide a basis of verifying the price agreed upon between the
Town and vendors.





LETTER OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1987
D. VATER AND SEVER FUNDS
Our examination of the Water and Sewer Funds revealed a lack of Town
accounting records in order to report on these funds as enterprise funds
(self-supporting funds recording fixed assets, depreciations, and
contributed capital) . Although the proper aethod of accounting for these
funds is to report on them as enterprise funds, an acceptable alternative
is to consider them Special Revenue Funds and consider only general
operating expenses or cash outlay needs in order to budget and forecast
rates to charge customers. This is a more simplified approach and
requires less formal accounting knowledge. In order to report as an
enterprise fund, a complete appraisal of all plant and equipment would
have to be undertaken, as well as a complex review of the many
transactions over the past several years. Only management can decide if
the pros outweigh the cons of such an undertaking. Ve have reported
these funds in the financial statements as Special Revenue Funds.
S. DEPARTMENTAL INCOMES
Our review of the various departmental incomes collected by the Town,
such as parking tickets, ambulance fees, etc., disclosed for the most
part that controls are fairly adequate. Policies have been established
in both the police and fire departments to control the receipt and
collection of money in order to minimize losses by the Town.
F. GENERAL FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING
In general, accounting for fixed assets provides information for
estimating the amount of insurance needed, monitors asset utilization,
provides a safeguard over the asset, and allows for depreciation to be
estimated when applicable. The Town does not maintain records for its
investment in property, plant, and equipment. Fixed asset accbunting
should be considered when determination of applications to be automated
is made. Revenue sharing and certain grants, as well as generally
accepted accounting principles, require that adequate fixed asset records
be maintained.
In closing, Carri Plodzik Sanderson Professional Association appreciates the
courtesy and assistance extended by management and employees of the Town of
Exeter during the course of our examination. If you have any questions
relating to the matters in this letter, we will be pleased to discuss them






TOWN OF EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS OF REVIEW
The purpose of our study and evaluation was to determine the nature, timing
and extent of the auditing procedures necessary for expressing an opinion on
the Town's financial statements. Our study and evaluation was more limited
than would be necessary to express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control taken as a whole.
The management of the Town is responsible for establishing and maintaining a
system of internal accounting control. In fulfilling this responsibility,
estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of control procedures. The objectives of a system
are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and
that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization
and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted government accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting control,
errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also
projection of any evaluation of the system to future periods is subject to the
risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation made for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph would not necessarily disclose all material weaknesses in the
system. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control of the Town taken as a whole. However, our study and
evaluation disclosed conditions that we believe result in more than a
relatively low risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements of the Town may occur and not
be detected within a timely period.
These conditions are described in the preceding report and were considered in
determining the nature, timing, and extent of the audit tests to be applied in
our examination of the 1987 financial statements. This report does not affect
our report on these financial statements dated March 18, 1988.
The preceding report is intended solely for the use of management and should














Due From Other Governments
Due From Other Funds
Due From Others
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Retirement of General Long-term Debt
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Fiduciary
The following letter is in response to the 'Letter of Comments and
Recommendations" of the accounting firm of Carri, Plodzik S Sanderson,
dated 3/18/88 from Town Manager George N. Olson.
350^^Exeter
^ 1638-1988







150 Causeway Street -
Boston, MA 02114
Room 715
SUBJECT: Exeter, NH Single Audit
Dear Mr. Burbank:
Re your letter of June 23, 1988, the following is offered:
A. Tax Collector's Accounts: The Deputy Tax Collector has been made aware of
the auditor's difficulties and all required reports will be prepared for 1988
audit.
B. Town Clerk's Accounts:
1. .Auto Permit Numbers: The State of New Hampshire mails the Clerk, on
a monthly basis, auto permits, with owners information and stats. The
Town Clerk receives approximately 1 ,000-1 , 100 permits monthly. The Clerk's
cash register is programmed to record each transaction as it occurs. While
our auditor suggests we record each transaction, including name of owner,
permit number, fee, etc. as it happens, it is the Town's opinion this would
be a duplication of the information the cash register now records. All
unissued permits, voided permits, and copies of all issued permits are kept
for a year and then destroyed
.
Permits that are numbered but not
preprinted are also issued by the State, and are maintained with sheets.
2. Monthly Record Sheets: Daily accounting sheets are provided to the
Bookkeeper showing transactions for the Town Clerk's Office. Each month,
a tally is made of these daily sheets by the Town Clerk, and the totals for
each account is recorded in a book which is given to the Town Treasurer.
The Treasurer then verifies this information with his records. The
bookkeeper balances this information to the General Ledger.
3. Vital Statistic and Dog License Records: Dog license forms are a four-
part form: the first copy is for the owner of the dog, the second copy is
for the Dog Officer (Police), the third copy is filed alphabetically, and the
fourth copy is filed numerically . Each dog license transaction is entered
into the cash register and recorded. Daily, these dog licenses are






Vital Statistics [birth certificates, marriage certificates, and death certificate
copies] are also entered into the cash register and accounted for daily as
to number of each issued and total amount collected. This information is
also reported on the monthly report.
C. General Town Records & Accounting System:
1. Need for experienced Accountant/ Financial Manager to supervise all
accounting functions;
Exeter's 1989 proposed budget will include funding for an Accountant/
Financial Manager whose responsibilities will include those shown in the
Letter of Comments and Recommendations
;
2. Documentation of Accounting Policies & Procedures : A procedure manual
outlining formal accounting policies is now in preparation;
3. Centralized Standard Purchase Order System: One responsibility of the
new .Accountant/Financial Manager will be the establishment, during the 1989
fiscal year, of a standard purchase order system for the Town.
D. Water & Sewer Funds:
While the Town is now investigating the potential for establishing the water
and sewer funds as enterprise funds, our accountant indicates under this
item, that our continued reporting of these funds as Special Revenue Funds
is adequate.
E. Departmental Incomes:
Current policies, which control receipts from the various departments, will
be maintained.
F. General Fixed Asset .Accounting
:
As part of our current study of Water and Sewer Funds, fixed asset
accounting is being considered as per this reference in the Letter of
Comments and Recommendations.
I trust the above is adequate to address the needs outlined in your letter.






cc: R. Sanderson, Carri, Plodzik & Sanderson
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1988-1989 BUDGET COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE
11/19 1/10 1/11 1/14 1/17 1/18 1/26 2/06 2/13
Edward Elcik, Chairman X XXXXXXAA
James Griswold X XXXXXXXX
Alma Hall X XXXXXXXA
Benjamin Dagostino A XXXXXXXX
Joseph Sibiga X AAAAAAAA
Robert Rowe X XXXXXXXA
John Sinclair X XXXXXXXX
George St. Amour X XXXXXXXX
Constance Cochrane X XXXXXXXX
Phillip Kubiak A XAXAXXXA
Frank Doherty X XXXXXXXA
Donald Schultz X XXXXXXXX
Donald Brabant X XXXXXXXA
Sherman Chester A XXXXXXXX
Robert Stewart A AXXLXAXA
Helen C. Dix A XXXAAAXX
Victor Baillargeon X XXXXXXXX
HerbMoyer A XXXXLXAX
George Olson X XXXXXXXX
X = present
A = absent
L = arrived late
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Selectmen
Nineteen eighty-eight was a year
which will be remembered primarily
for the completion of the property
tax revaluation and the subsequent
shock waves that followed. While
this was of great significance, it
overshadowed many, many other
important issues that were of equal
or greater importsince.
The obtaining of the low interest
loan for funding the sewer upgrade
project was one such significemt
achievement. Getting the project
under way was another.
The final resolution of the 53-B
District question was reached
through the courts and by special
town meeting. While we are no
closer to a solution to our solid
waste problem, at least the issue is
no longer clouded and more people
are keenly aware of the real depth of
the problem.
The decision ify Wheelabrator not
to pursue the building of a waste to
energy plant on the Epping Road
site, or in Exeter for that matter,
resulted in aU litigation on the sub-
ject becoming moot, but here again,
fell far short of a definitive solution
to a still festering problem of public
landfiUs.
The building moratorium placed a
severe strain on any project that
couldn't be funding with existing
revenues in 1988, thus postponing
much needed activity in many
areas. Only the finish of the sewer
upgrade project will break this log
jam sometime in 1989.
One major project that suffered
was the Water Treatment Plant
upgrade and modernization. This
needed project was put on hold be-
cause the price tag came in far
above the figure that was author-
ized at Town Meeting. Back to the
drawing board on this one.
We certainly would Hke to thank
the Town Memager, the Depart-
ment Heads and all town employees
for their support and forebearance
during this trying year. Without
this interest and support, our jobs
would have been much more dif-
ficult.
There are some hard years ahead
but, with the continued support of
the Manager, Department Heads,
and Employees, and with the help
of the Townspeople, Exeter will













Exeter sure did have a wonderful
350th birthday celebration! From
the January Ecumenical Service at
the Congregational Church, to the
reenactment of Wheelright's land-
ing to the parade and the dedication
of Founder's Park, it was really
some party. The fact that it ail went
off without a hitch is indicative of
the kind of cooperation, en-
thusiasm, work and support the
Town enjoyed from all its residents.
And now the planning starts for the
quadricentennial celebration. Exe-
ter's 350th year also brought with
it some improvements that fit well
with the celebration. Our new li-
brary, adjacent to Founder's Park
was officisdly opened, as was the
Waterfront Park and boatramp; the
first step in renovating Exeter's
historic waterfront. To help solve
the traffic problems that plague the
downtown, improvements were
made to the High Street lights that
have made a real difference. At the
same time, work began on closing
curb cuts and marking Portsmouth
Avenue in an effort to help reduce
the number of accidents on the Av-
enue.
The year also saw signficant ac-
tivity in the public works areas
with necessary lagoon work begun
aimed at lifting the moratorium on
connections to our sewer system;
purchase of a new refuse packer and
street sweeper; completion of the
new Court Street pump station; re-
pairs to String Bridge; reconstruc-
tion of Gary Lane, and construction
of a new cold patch storage shed at
the Public Works Complex.
Drawing much attention during
the year was the Town's landfill.
With the State calling for prepara-
tion of a closure plan, the Town re-
quested that its engineers in-
vestigate just how much capacity
was left in the landfill. Their report,
indicating that the landfill would be
full in 2 -I- years, provided further
impetus in the Recycling Com-
mittee in its search for a solution to
the Town's refuse disposal problem.
The Committee subsequently
recommended that the Town begin
a curbside recycling progrtmi in
1989 aimed at reducing the amount
of materials going into the landfill,
thus extending the life of the land-
fill.
From a manpower perspective,
the Town added a part-time secre-
tary at the Town Office, a new pa-
trol officer at the Police Depart-
ment, a new mechanic, laborer, a
part-time secretary at Public
Works, and a part-time Zoning En-
forcement Officer was hired to work
in the Planning and Building De-
partments. This additional person-
nel helped the Town to provide even
better service to its residents.
Maintaining the quality and
quantity of service is a never end-
ing chedlenge in a growing commu-
nity such as Exeter. Even with the
sewer moratorium, over $26 million
in building permits were issued
during 1988, over 1,000 new voters
were registered during the yesir,
and vehicles for every man, woman
and child in Town was registered.
(With more than 13,000 vehicles
registered during 1988, it's little
wonder we struggle with traffic
problems). To better serve all our
residents, some minor renovations
were completed at the Town Offices
to allow for a receptionist and
reception area. Now folks won't
have to search around for answers
to where Town Offices are located,
and no longer have to wtdt in line to
see the Town Clerk to obtain a
dump permit.
This year's Town Manager's re-
port would not be complete without
reference to the property re-
valuation. With the last 100% reval
completed back in 1978, many
property owners saw their property
triple in value. Even with a drop in
rate from $36 to $16, it meant that
many folks paid considerably
higher taxes this year than last . . .
certainly a bigger jump then would
be warranted by the increase in
property taxes to be collected as
voted at Town Meeting.
As with any undertaking that
requires detailed information on a
large number of items, in this case
over 5,000 pieces of property, mis-
takes were made. The Assessor's
Office is now agressively address-
ing the 500 + requests for abate-
ments aimed at correcting these er-
rors. It is cleai that even with these
corrections, many property owners
paid 25 to 50% more in taxes in
1988 than 1985. While State Stat-
utes limit what the Town can do to
limit, or soften, this impact, resi-
dents can take comfort in the fact
that property is now fairly taxed,
based on its current value and not
on some eu-bitrary percentage of
value set by the State.
As I complete my first full year
as your Town Manager, I would like
to thank the Selectmen, the De-
partment Heads, all the Town Em-
ployees, £uid you, the residents, for
your support and encouragement.
My goal for Exeter's 351st year is
to make our town em even finer
place to live and work them we all






I am pleased to submit my fourth
amiual report to the citizens of
Exeter. This department oversees
and maintEiins edl town roads and
sidewalks; the water/sewer treat-
ment and distribution systems; the
storm drain system; edl municipal
buildings and vehicles; the landfill;
£ind two town dams. We also pre-
pEire contracts, specifications euid
plans for outside work contracts
and plans for in-house construction
projects. Reviews and inspections
of subdivisions and developments
are continuaUy being done by our
staff in cooperation with the Plan-
ning Department. This year, we
began construction of the upgraded
sewage treatment facUity on New-
fields Road . . . which involves in-
creasing dike height, aeration and
septage facilities, a new grit re-
moval system, and chlorination
with dechlorination ... all of which
are designed to serve the town's
sewage disposal needs for the next
twenty years.
The Court Street sewage pump-
ing facility construction project
was completed and is on Une. Work
to upgrade the water treatment
facility was delayed due to con-
tractor bids coming in above
budget. We received a report from
our IsuidfUl consultant which es-
timates the landfill will be fUled to
capacity within the next few years.
(This was not a complete surprise,
but is bad and costly news for us
all).
Recycling efforts, to be instituted
in 1989, will help but wiU not solve
the problem. Again this year, I
must stress the importeuice of the
town developing a long term
method and plan for disposal. There
wiU probably be a place to dispose
of our waste, but the transportation
and tipping fees will be exorbitant,
and no one else but the citizens,
through increased taxes, will pay
the price. We started initial steps in
the recycling program by building
and installing etn aluminum can bin
at the landfill, and a compost bin at
the Public Works Complex.
Maintenance of the municipal
buildings is continuing by an ex-
cellent crew which presently con-
sists of a licensed plumber and em
electrician. It seems that the more
we repair and maintain, the more
we find that has been neglected in
the past and needs work. I really
believe that this work is going to
save money on future repetir ... es-
pecially since 90% of the main-
tenance is being done by our own
crews.
Our highway division did major
reconstruction work on the String
Bridge, and did some preliminary
steps to provide for increased park-
ing at the planned parking lot
newly acquired on Water Street.
A brief itemization of our per-
formance £ind accomplishments fol-
low this report. I invite any citizen
with problems, complaints, and/or
suggestions to contact me to dis-
cuss them. This department will
always attempt to serve the com-
munity in a professional, efficient
and fair manner. I would like to
thank the Selectmen, the Town
Manager, fellow department heads
and employees for their assistance
and guidance this past year. I look
forward to working with all of them





Roads reconstructed: Pine Road
Roads resurfaced: Gairy Lane
Roads shimmed: Crawford Ave-
nue, Bell Avenue, Williams Court,
Appledore Avenue, Star Avenue,
Langdon Avenue, Whippoorwill
Lane, Blossom Lane, Meadow
Lane, Country Lane, Shady Lane,
Lantern Lane, Hickory Lane,
Thornton Street, Orchard Circle,





Major Projects: Overhaul Lary
Lane well; built a new landfill at-
tendant's shed; built new office at
the Town Office building; produced
vehicle maintenance scheduling




New water mains: 3,620 feet
Total gallons treated:
434,367,457
Average daily flow: 1.2 m.g.d.
On Pond: 7 days
On River: 358 days
Sewer breaks: 5
New sewer mains: 1,570 feet
Total gallons treated:
692,600,000
Average daily flow: 1.83 m.g.d.
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Fire Department
The Exeter Fire Department is
continuing to respond to record
numbers of emergencies. The fire
department responded to 909
emergency fire calls, making 1988
the busiest year in the history of
the department. During the year,
the resources of the department
were continually stretched as two,
three £ind even four emergency calls
were received at the seone time. The
department was able to handle
these incidents but they showed the
need for additional personnel. While
emergency calls increased 183% in
the last eight years, personnel has
remained the same.
Significant increases were re-
corded in all fire categories as
structure fires increased 21%,
brush fires increased 175% and ve-
hicle fires increased 62%. Hazard-
ous material incidents also were up
as spill and leaks increased 18%,
chemical emergencies increased
28% and hazardous conditions in-
creased 10%.
The fire department responded to
several significant incidents in
1988. In March, fire fighters res-
cued an Exeter mem who had fallen
through the ice of the Exeter River.
In May, fire personnel were faced
with a hydrochloric acid spiU on
Linden Street. During a freak July
thunderstorm, severe winds caused
major damage and resulted in 55
emergency responses in a one horn-
period. In November, fire fighters
fought a two edarm fire in a house
on Watson Road. Several major
brush fires were also fought during
the year.
The high level of training, pro-
fessionalism and dedication of the
fire personnel again made a differ-
ence in 1988. During the year, fire
crews faced several difficult chal-
lenges which were all handled suc-
cessfully. Their quick response and
actions again resulted in minor
damage at fires which had the po-
tentifil for a major loss.
I would like to thank all members
of the Fire Department for their
continued support and cooperation.
I would also like to thank the Town
Manager, Police, Public Works and
all other town agencies for their as-
sistance.
Respectfully submitted,
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Type Situation/ N/C above
Chimney Fires
Contents/Structure





PROPERTY DAMAGE (Est. Value)
Structure Fire
Outside of Structure Fire
Vehicle Fire
Trees/ Brush/ Grass Fire
Explosion/ no afterfire
Outside Spill/ leak with fire
Fire/ Explosion











The Exeter Fire Department
Rescue responded to 579 emer-
gency medical calls for the year
1988, marking an 1 1% increase over
the previous year. The summary of
services rendered for the year is in-
cluded elsewhere in this report.
I wish to thank the firefighters,
citizens, business organizations and
other town agencies of Exeter for






The Swasey Parkway Trustees are
proud of the new building that re-
placed the old wooden building that
had been at the Parkway for many
years. This necessary project used
most of the Parkway's savings ac-
count.
Also installed at the same time
was electricity for the new building.
In all the years the old building had
been standing, it never had elec-
tricity. There were many weddings,
group outings. Old Home Day, and
summer concerts in the park this
year with more people using the
park during the summer months at
lunch time, and to view the new
buildings emd renovations across
the river at The Mill.
The Trustees have requested the
Selectmen present a warrant article
to replace the walkway and the
fence along the River. We hope the
community will support this re-
quest as the present walkway is a
Uability. Some of you might ask
why do we need the town to help us
replace the two items above. The
reason is we have very limited
funds that come to the Trust each
year with just about all of these
funds going for the upkeep. At the
end of this report, we will give you a
financial report that we hope will
help you understand the Parkway
better. From what we are aware of.
this will mark the Parkway
Trustee's first request for funds
from the town.
One of the big things that con-
tinues to plague the Parkway is the
vandalism that is created each year
by people who have no respect for
people or facilities. We spent more
than a thousand dollars on repedrs
to fix up items that were broken,
painted or knocked down. We have
been looking at the idea of closing
the park to all traffic £tfter dfu-k, in-
cluding walking £md vehicles. If we
£u-e to continue to spend this kind of
money each yetir on things that we
cannot control, we must take some
type of action to prevent what we
can.
The Parkway receives no funds
from the Town of Exeter except for
the electricity for the building and
Bemdstand at the Parkway. This
electrical supply for both is funded
through the Recreation Depart-
ment budget. Our labor cost con-
tinues to increase yearly along with










BalanceJanuary 1, 1988 $2,141.21
Revenue from Trust Fund





Tree Work (Storm) 675.00
Transfer to Savings 3,200.00
Replace tree 300.00
Gas(EPWD) 99.22
Repairs & SuppUes 342.40
Balance Checking: $ 8,531.27
Funds in Savings Account
Balance January 1, 1988 9,384.03
Interest 305.40
From Checking 3,200.00
Total Funds Available $1 2,889.43
Expenses from Savings Account
GMR Builders
(new shed) $ 8,222.50
Money to Checking Acct 1 ,500.00
Cole Bros (Fence Repairs) 939.00
Carbie's Welding (Dock) 537.00
Balance in Savings $ 1,690.93
Planning Board
The Planning Board is responsi-
ble for the review and approval of
all residential, conmiercial and in-
dustried development within the
Town of Exeter. The Board meets
Thursday evenings to review pro-
posals which come before it.
In 1988, the Planning Board held
thirty-eight agenda meetings and
numerous subcommittee meetings
and sitewalks. A total of forty-one
applicants appeared before the
Boaird proposing a VEiriety of resi-
dential, commercial and industrial
subdivisions and. site plan reviews.
The continued imposition of the
sewer moratoriiun, as well as a
slow-down in the economy lessened
the pace of development in 1988.
Nineteen eighty-eight saw the ap-
proval of two large mill residential
conversion projects, as well as other
residential, commercial and indus-
trial development. This develop-
ment will contribute to the Town's
economy by increasing the tax
base, housing and job op-
portunities.
Recently, the Board has been re-
viewing zoning changes which were
proposed by the Planning Depart-
ment and citizen groups for the
March Town Meeting.
This year saw Planning Director,
Bob Rodgers, accept the same job
in his hometown and, Eifter a search,
we were fortunate to have Zac
Gordon ably fill the position. Dur-
ing the vacEincy, much help came
from the Rockingham County
Planning Commission and the extra
burden was cheerfully shouldered
by Mel Bowley and Barbara
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McEvoy. The Board wishes to pub-
licly thank these two employees for
performing beyond the call of duty.
The p£u-t-time position of Code En-
forcement Officer was filled by
Peter Dow in June and has already
had a favorable impact on com-
pliance. Working with the codes
and ordinances every day, he has
given invaluable input to our ef-
forts to improve them.
Members of the Board wish to
extend their grateful appreciation
to the citizens, businesses, and de-
velopers for their contribution and




Joseph L Kenick, Jr., Chairman
























This year, the Exeter Housing
Authority is undergoing sub-
stantial renovations on windows
and safety items with CIAP fund-
ing. During the spring of '89, we
wiU be doing renovations at Linden
Fields.
The Exeter Housing Authority
provides subsidized rents to el-
derly, disabled and low-income
families who quedify according to
HUD income guidelines.
We offer two Programs, Section 8
Existing & Public Housing.
Section 8 Existing Elderly,
disabled & family 169 units
PubUc Housing (277 Water St.
elderly & disabled) 84 units
Linden Fields, Linden Street -
faimily 15 units
Portsmouth Avenue 4 units
Auburn Street 3 units
106 units
Toted units in programs. 275 units
The Section 8 Existing units are
owned by private landlords with
the apartments located throughout
the Town of Exeter. In 1988, pay-
ments to private lemdlords totaled
$530,783.00.
During this past year, we have
had changes both in personnel and
in the Boeird of Commissioners.
Anyone interested in our pro-
grams may apply at our office at
277 Water Street, or by calling 778-
8110 to set an appointment. Office
hours are Monday through Friday
from 9:00AM to 5:00PM. The
Housing Authority holds monthly
Board meetings on the first
Wednesday of every month. These
meetings are open to the pubUc and
are held at 277 Water Street in the














Direct Relief is to assist persons
whose income is not sufficient to
maintedn a decent steindard of hv-
ing. Emergency assistance is
avedlable only on a temporary basis
and, due to a continuing low unem-
ployment rate, this portion of the
budget shows only a slight increase.
The Exeter Mediation Program, a
parent-child dispute resolution
process, continues to meet with
loc£il families to assist them in res-
olving conflicts. Volunteer medi-
ators donated their time meeting
with fEimilies in crisis in mediation
sessions over the year. Hopefully,






January: Manchester man is in-
jured after falling off roof at the
new Mill building; pipe bomb ex-
plodes in vending machine - juve-
niles suspected; second pipe bomb
explodes on the Exeter River —
four juveniles arrested; Chief of
Police submits police policy on
AIDS.
February: Two Brentwood
youths arrested for Possession of
Drugs With Intent to Sell;
Stratham pohce officer shot during
training exercise; testing for police
officer positions; There were 30
homicides reported in New Hamp-
shire in 1987, up from 23 in 1986,
according to State Police.
March: Eleventh patrolman ap-
proved; Exeter patrolman resigns
to work for State Police; State Of-
fice of Emergency Management
holds an EOC training exercise;
Narcotics stolen in armed robbery
at the Medicine Shop Pheirmacy;
Police Department submits a report
to indicate that 24% of all accidents
in Exeter occur on Portsmouth
Avenue; Richeu-d Hartford pleads
guilty to negUgent homicide and
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possession of narcotics with intent
to sell resulting in the death of
Raymond Welch — sentenced to 3'/2
— 7 yestrs in State Prison.
April: Kittery, Maine man ar-
rested for Armed Robbery of the
Medicine Shop Pharmacy; Com-
munity response survey to begin
May 1st; Guilty plea withdrawn in
Exeter cocaine death; Police con-
ference learns Satanic Crime is on
the rise; New Heimpshire Legisla-
ture creates a commission to review
the Juvenile Justice System; new
law drops trial age to 13 year olds
for murder, manslaughter, kidnap-
ping and rape.
May: K-9 joins police department
— Patrolman Stephen Dockery as-
signed as handler to Conan, a 95
lbs. German Shepsird; County Task
Force focuses on crowding at the
Rockingham County Jail; Lawyers
seek reversaJ of ex-consultant's
award; Chief Caracciolo named
'Outstanding Security PoUce Non-
commissioned Officer' in Air Na-
tional Gu£trd for 1987; spilled acid
sparks tense two-day saga for
police and fire departments;
Hampshire Coins owners arrested
for theft by unauthorized taking
and theft by deception for property
exceeding $170,000; Grocery clerk
ruled iimocent in alcohol sale to a
minor.
June: Reports of major crimes in
New Hampshire increased slightly
overall in 1987, but the number of
drug arrests soared nearly 58%,
according to the State Police; The
State of New Hampshire currently
has 2,010 full-time police officers,
with a 15% annual turnover rate,
which means 300 officers per year
are needed to fUl vacancies; Ac-
cording to a recent drug enforce-
ment report, in 1988 producers will
grow 471 million pounds of illegal
drugs that include opium, coca,
mEirijuana and hashish, while the
U.S. remains the #1 gross consumer
of illicit drugs; Exeter DWI arrests
up 40% so far over the seune period
(Jan. - May) as last year; Military
helicopter makes emergency land-
ing in Exeter; Fatal motor vehicle
accident on Route 51.
July: Crime rises in 1987 — the
number of serious crimes known to
law enforcement agencies nation-
wide rose 2 percent from 1986 to
1987, according to the FBI; Police
received Federal Grant in the
amount of $3442.00 to increase
DWI patrols; Hartford jury dead-
locked over manslaughter cheu-ges,
however is found guilty on several
drug chfu-ges; Exeter woman killed
in Brentwood car crash; Area police
check out LSD memo bulletin
whose source is unknown; Melissa
Trembley of Rye appointed de-
partment's Animal Control Officer;
AAA awards Town of Exeter a
plaque for its committment to pe-
destrian safety and a special cita-
tion for outstanding pedestrians
accident record; Vandals damage
golf CEu-s and golf course at the
Exeter Country Club; Bankrupt
coin dealership scheduled to be
auctioned in August.
August: State Fatal Traffic Ac-
cident report for 1987 shows that
21% of all fatal accidents occurred
in 30 MPH speed zones, 17% of
drivers involved were in age groups
25-39 and 25% of all victims in-
volved in 162 fatal accidents were
known to be ejected from the ve-
hicle; Exeter resident arrested for
Accomplice to Robbery at Gibb's
Gas Station.
September: Lt. Joseph Bernstein
leaves to attend 11 -week FBI Na-
tioneil Academy in Quantico, Vir-
ginia; The death toll on U.S. roads
last yeeu- was the lowest in history
in terms of fatal accidents per mile
travelled, at 2.4 deaths per 100 mil-
lion miles of travel, down from 3.3
in 1980;
October: Attorney General forms
task force on Domestic Violence,
ponders msmdatory arrest policy;
Wanda Sanborn, Police Secretary,
completes her 20th year of town
service; Exeter Police arrest a 19
year old mtm and one juvenile re-
sulting in the recovery of about
$5000 worth of stolen property
teiken from area businesses and
residences over the past several
months; Installation of radio en-
hancer enables police to better
communicate in remote areas in the
west side of town; Exeter Police
assist Seabrook Police with dem-
onstrators in that town; Exeter
Police distribute Anti-Abuse Pro-
gram newspapers and telephone
covers to most residents; Three
Exeter Police Officers and a Dis-
patcher commended for their ac-
tions in the surest of a man threat-
ening them with a knife.
November: State Fire Marshall
William Toland of Exeter has been
appointed by the Governor and
Council for another four-year term;
State Police report that, as of this
month, the state has experienced 8
fewer fatal accidents and 10 fewer
deaths on our highways than in the
same period last year; Mas-
sachusetts man wanted on kidnap-
ping charges was caught in Exeter
by three hunters after eluding
police in a car chase through two
states.
December: Lt. Bernstein grad-
uates FBI National Academy;
Ptlm. Dockery graduates Boston
Police K-9 program; A 92 year-old
Exeter woman, eating Christmas
dinner and celebrating her birth-
day, received a life-saving present
from Ptlm. Kim Roberts who used
the Heimlick Mtmeuver to dislodge
food after responding to a medical
alert for a woman choking on her
food; Police Chief requests two ad-
ditional police officers for Exeter
force; Sgt. Marc McLane resigns
after six years and two months with
the department.
The Police Department continues
to report in many areas as indicated
in this report. We commit ourselves
to excellence and to serving you and
welcome your thoughts and interest
in the department. In conclusion, I
wish to thank all members of the
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Police Department and all other
Town agencies for their cooperation











In my seventeen-plus years with
the Parks and Recreation Depart-
ment, 1988 may well have been the
most successful of all. The depart-
ment was extremely productive, for
it not only handled the numerous
routine tasks in a timely and effec-
tive manner, but also actively par-
ticipated in the Exeter 350th cele-
bration.
One effort, to which we point to
with justifiable pride, is the ren-
ovated swimming pool that saw a
record number of people using it
during the summer of 1988. We
were open for a full twelve weeks,
with recreation swims and the
learn-to-swim progreim, and we
hope an enjoyable summer for all.
Our department was very in-
volved with the 350th parade held
on June 4, 1988, which saw a large
turnout of participants. I would
again like to thank the many vol-
unteers who helped make the pa-
rade go off on schedule.
Exeter Old Home Night saw the
annual Bed Race run with many
new participants this year. It ap-
peared to contribute to a fun time
for all.
Our summer concert series saw a
wide range of groups this year,
from the Wicked Good Band to the
Metropolitan Brass Quintet. Other
summer events included our 14th
annual bike race which saw a good
turnout of participants on a cool
night in late June with 141 riders
cycling through downtown Exeter
for prizes and money.
Some sponsorships for activities
were down in 1988. The reason for
which we are still trying to deter-
mine. We hope they will be back
with us in 1989, as they help us
provide many activities that cannot
be funded through our budget.
The parks division also played a
leading role in the initiation of a
new program known as 'Take Pride
in Flowers". We were able to take
many of our small commons and set
out flowers, to not only cut down on
maintenance time but also to help
make Exeter look neat emd clean.
We instedled a new 'Welcome to
Exeter' sign at the intersection of
Route 101 and Epping Road. We
hope to have other signs provided
donations come in to help pay for
these signs as no money is allocated
in our budget to purchase these
signs. This project will be ac-
compUshed through donations only.
These two projects resulted in a
great deal of positive citizen re-
sponse and pride.
We made some major improve-
ments in the Winter Street Ceme-
tery stone wall along with some tree
work in 1988. We will continue to
make improvements to the historic
cemetery each year as funds be-
come available.
Due to sound vehicular main-
tenance and management during
the year, the parks division saved
money, thus enabling us to replace
old, worn-out equipment with much
needed new equipment.
In the programming side of the
department, we again saw growth
in just about £ill our progrsuns with
many new families moving to the
area and requiring recreational
programming. We had to make
some minor changes in our summer
Play Camp progreun with plains to
rectify this in our 1989 budget re-
quest. The many volunteers who
give countless hours to our de-
partment with programs, setting
out of flowers, or just lending a
hand at a cookout or concert is
what makes Exeter a fine place to
Uve.
The pjirks depeirtment acquired
two new areas to maintain in 1988.
They included the new Waterfront
Park nesir Swasey Parkway, and
the grounds at the new Exeter
Public Library. Both areas will re-
quire additional man hours,
equipment and supplies. We have
requested additional help in our
1989 budget to offset this increase
in responsibilities. We are proud to
take on the new library grounds
along with the Waterfront Park and
hope you wiU continue to use these
two areas and help us keep them
clean.
Overall, throughout 1988, the
Parks and Recreation Department
was able to remain within its
projected budget goals. This, in it-
self, was a significant success de-
spite the loss of many of our trees
to a storm during the summer
months which also did some dam-
age to the Winter Street Cemetery.
Our projected revenues were up iu
many areas, especially the swim-
ming pool, programming, and spe-
cial events.
One last thought in 1988 is that
we are pleased with the level of
communication eind resulting co-
operation that has occurred be-
tween the Town Manager, Board of
Selectmen, and other departments
within the Town. By working to-
gether with the goal in mind to in-
crease productivity which, if carried
forward in 1989, will help us all to
continue to realize our common goal
of providing a constantly improv-
ing, ever-more enjoyable park and
recreation system for all citizens of
Exeter.
One major area of concern for
1989 is the renovation of half of our
tennis courts. We hope that funding
is available to do at least half the
courts each of the next two yeeirs.
These courts £ire yours to use ... we
want to make them safe and fun to
play on.
Yours in recreation,
Douglas E. Dicey, CLP
DirectorParks& Recreation
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DAV/Senior Citizens* Ceramics Room
Grounds, Flowers, & Grass Areas
GALE PARK (Front Street) .74 acres
Flower Beds
Grass Area with Benches
Monument
SALEM STREET COMMON .74 acres
Grass Area with Rose Bushes
WINTER STREET CEMETERY 3.28 acres
Historic Cemetery




WINTER STREET S FRONT STREET COMMON .04 acres
Flowers
PINE STREET & COURT STREET COMMON .04 acres
Grass Area
Monument with Flowers
JUNIPER RIDGE PARK 2.1 acres
Youth Baseball Field
WATER STREET CEMETERY .63 acres
Historic Cemetery
ORCHARD CIRCLE .04 acres
Grass Area with Trees
CENTER STREET COMMON .04 acres
Grass Area with Monument
Rose Bushes
Flowers
POWDER HOUSE .04 acres
Historic Powder House
(across from Swasey Parkway)
GUINEA ROAD CEMETERY .02 acres
Historic Cemetery
DRINKWATER ROAD COMMON .04 acres
Grass Area with Monument
Rose Bushes
OAKLANDS CEMETERY .04 acres
Historic Cemetery
RECREATION BUILDING (Newfields Road)











BRICKYARD POND (Kingston Road) 6.92 acres
Skating & Picnic Area
BOW STREET MINI PARK 1.0 acres
Grass Area near Parking Lot
Picnic Area
PICKPOCKET DAM .96 acres
Grass Area near Dam
RECREATION PARK (Hampton Road) 22 acres
8 Tennis Courts
25 yard Swimming Pool with Diving "L"
Two Minor League Baseball Fields
One Softball Field
100-car Parking Lot
Two Youth Playground Lots
One 1-mile Jogging Trail (21 Stations)
One Bathhouse
Two Picnic Areas and Cook Stoves
Rose Bushes
Two Basketball Courts
GILMAN PARK (Bell Avenue) 15 acres
Basketball Court













COLCORD POND (Brentwood Road) .04 acres
Area for Winter Skating
BREWER DEVELOPMENT 2.1 acres
Youth Baseball Field
EXETER TOWN OFFICE .63 acres
Care of Lawn, Flowers & Shrubs
FIRE & POLICE COMPLEX .74 acres
Care of Lawns, Flowers, Shrubs & Trees
EXETER TOWN HALL .04 acres
Care of Grounds around Town Hall
EXETER SENIOR CITIZENS' CENTER .04 acres
Care of Shrubs & Flowers
EXETER PUBLIC LIBRARY .74 acres
Care of Lawns, Flowers, Shrubs & Trees




GARY LANE & KATHLEEN DRIVE .39 acres
Grass Area
COLUMBUS AVENUE COMMON .06 acres
Grass Area
COMMON NEXT TO RAILROAD TRACKS (Salem Street) .04 acres
Grass Area
TRAFFIC ISLANDS: HAMPTON ROAD & SPUR ROAD .74 acres
Flowers
EAST END LIGHTS-ROUTE 51 & SPUR ROAD .96 acres
ROUTE lOlD & HAMPTON ROAD .39 acres
Flowers
WEST END LIGHTS-ROUTE 51 & EPPING ROAD .96 acres
OTHER SMALL AREAS MAINTAINED :
Corner of Brentwood Road & Epping Road
All Other Small Commons in Town
OTHER AREAS USED BY RECREATION DEPARTMENT:
Exeter & Hampton Electric Ballfield, Drinkwater Road
Phillips Exeter Academy Softball Field
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TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE ROBINSON FUND:
REPORT OF THE TREASURER FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1988







Investment Income from Bonds $24,022,53
Investment Income from Stocks $18,841.28
Interest on Bank Deposits $19,582.11
TOTAL $62,445.92
EXPENSES
Agency Account Fee $1,000.00
Treasurer & Bookkeeping Expense $2,000.00
Safe Deposit Box Rent $55.00
Check Printing Charge $31.82
Audit Fee $553.00
Secretary Expense $300.00
Accrued Interest Paid on
Bond Purchase $645.00
Principal Amortization $9.65




Kaiherine O'Neil Latin Prize
Elizabeth O'Neil English Prize
Harriet F. Herrill Library Funds $1,237.97
Abner L. KerriU Library Funds
Henry C. Hoses Normal Fund
Anonynous Gift Fund
George N. Cross Fund
Isabel Kingate Fund
Kass. Alunnae Loan Fund
Public Library
This has been our first year in the
new building and it has been won-
derful. Even the problems with the
heat and the air conditioning have
not diminished the pleasure of
working in such a beautiful place. It
is a joy to come here and evidently
the public thinks so too.
The meeting room has been an
especifdly popular feature. It has
meant that the geneology auid loced
history, one of our best collections,
can remain undisturbed in a lovely
room of its own, with refinished
furniture from the old building and
even the old clock which is once
agedn keeping time and chiming the
hours.
We were able to do a lot of pro-
grams of our own: two sets of book
discussion groups: a great books
program and a more genertd one.
The Friends of the Librtiry spon-
sored Ingrid Graff twice, once to
talk on Jane Austen and once on
Barbara Pym. The Friends have
expanded their successful summer
booksale into a twice a week affetir
out of their own room (no more
sorting books in a dank basement!)
and the proceeds buy five different
museum passes, which can be
checked out just like a book and eu-e
very popular.
The Children's programs have
been busy: there were around 150
children a week during the spring
programs, just under 400 for the
Summer Reading program, and 85
each week during the fall, as well as
the new Special Seasonal Crafts
during October, November eind
December. Also in December, over
80 children went to Langdon Place
for a special story hour with the
residents there which everybody
enjoyed.
We've started expanding media
collections; Video and Compact
Discs as well as cassettes and other
nonbook materials. We now have a
computer for public use, and
Andrew Carnegie gave a whole set
of Britiannia educational software
to go with it.
We still have a lot of people will-
ing to help. As well as all the people
who worked on the summer book-
sale, we have Anna Pettengill who
is still tetking books up to the nurs-
ing homes, along with Fred Kusiak
who goes to Eventide. Sophie Bur-
gess has been putting all the theft
detection strips in the whole collec-
tion, along with Arlene Nichols who
is also keeping track of the Friends
of the Library finances — book-
bags, cookbooks and pencils, as
well as booksale. Lori Marcello,
Kristina Foye and Matthew Foye
have been helping out in the chil-
dren's room, and such help is ap-
preciated.
Statistics
on the east bank of the Squamscott
River comprised of land known as
the Irvine parcel and the Exeter
Country Club. Long a goal of the
Commission, this project came a
step closer to reality in Spring,
1987, with the estabhshment of the
New Hampshire Land Conserva-
tion Investment Program, a mat-
ching grant program.
The LCIP, in concern with the
privately funded Trust for New
Hampshire Lands, was created to
assist towns in protecting lands of
significant ecological and cultural
vEilue. The next step in Exeter was
the appointment of a specieil local
Task Force by the Board of Se-
lectmen to pursue, through formal
appUcation, such funds as might be
made available. Task Force ap-
pointees Joanna Pellerin, Peter
Dow, David Weber, Annie Laszlow,
Julia Schultz and Jack Heath
worked diligently with Roberta
Jordon, Land Agent for the Trust,
to prepare an appUcation and meet
all requirements and deadlines.
Sarah Campbell from the Rock-
ingham Planning Commission do-
nated hours of her time and ex-
pertise to the preparation of the fi-
nal application.
The Irvine Property consists of
14 acres of uplands fronting on
Squamscott River and Wheelw-
right Creek, all a part of the Great
Bay system. Acquisition of this
property is viewed by the Commis-
sion and the LCIP Task Force as
key to improved protection of the
tidal marsh community formed by
Wheelwright Creek and Parkman
Brook. (Initial steps to protect this
imique marsh habitat were taken
by the Allen Street Coalition with
its 9 acre purchase.) To provide the
required match for the purchase
price of the Irvine property and to
ensure its own protection from the
pressures of encroaching develop-
ment, a very forward-looking
Country Club membership voted to
donate a conservation easement on
a portion of the Exeter Country
Club. The easement, on approxi-
mately 53 acres of open space, pro-
vides for continued, private owner-
ship and use as a golf club while
guaranteeing that the land shall
remain free of development in pur-
petuity. This generous cooperation
on the part of the Club not only in-
sured future protection of the
unique and distinctive view we all
enjoy from Swasey Peu-kway and
Route 85, but enabled the Town to
acquire the Irvine property without
expending all of its hard earned
Land Aquisition Fund.
So many people helped bring this
project to a successful conclusion
that we caimot possibly netme them
all here. The Commission emd the
Task Force do especially wish to
thank Charles Tucker for providing
legal counsel while foregoing all
fees and Bill Collins, Dave Dorin
and company for preparing the
surveys at cost. Our deepest thanks
and gratitude go out to all of you
who lent your time and energy in
support of the project.
Working in cooperation with the
Exeter River Watershed Associ-
ation, the Planning Department,
and the Rockingham Planning
Commission, the Conservation
Commission is backing the adopt-
ion of the Exeter Shoreland Or-
dinance by the 1989 Town Meeting.
This ordinance has been adapted
specifically to Exeter's unique
position at the headwaters of the
tidal Squamscott River and at the
fall line of the fresh water Exeter
River. We beUeve the Shoreland
Ordineince will provide necessary
protection for the quality of all of
Exeter's surface waters.
We hope that we can count on
your support for the ordinance £md
that Exeter will set a good example
for all the town's located in the
Exeter River Watershed. It is only
through regional cooperation that
the quaUty of the river and our wa-
















Town land administered by the
Exeter Conservation Conunission:
Henderson Swasey Land *152.6
acres
Mary Williams Land * 7.1
Arthur Plouffe Land * 13.1
Ruth Churchill Land* 3.0
Industrial Park Land * 12.0
Eleanor Manix Dawson/Dagostino
Land * 60.0
Smith Cove (Drinkwater Road) 46.8
Page Land (Drinkwater Road) 8.5
Molloy Land (Great Roundabout) ?
Dudley Land (Brentwood Road)
12.0
P.E.A. Land (Brentwood Road) 8.0
Cheney Land (Greenleaf Drive) 16.5
Tomilson & Kenick Land 10.5
Enwright Land (Hampton Falls
Road) 30.39
P.E.A. Land (Oaklands) 8.4
Eleanor Memix Dawson/Dagostino
Land (Oaklands) several non-
contiguous parcels 85.0





Irvine Conservation Area (Powell's
Point) 13.36
Wilfred Moreau Nursery 4.6
Irvine-Hayes Marsh Lot (Vi interest
in 3.29 acres)











The Historic District Commis-
sion administers the requirements
of the Exeter Zoning Ordinance
relating to the Historic Districts.
These districts include approxi-
mately 120 buildings in the down-
town and Front Street areas. The
zoning ordinances provide a full
description of the Historic Dis-
tricts' boundaries, the intent of the
Historic Districts and the function
of the Historic District Commis-
sion.
Essentially, the Historic Dis-
tricts' purposes are to preserve
Exeter's heritage as seen in its ar-
chitecture while promoting fuU use,
and enabUng consistent develop-
ment and renovations. These pur-
poses are intended to benefit both
District property owners as well as
citizens at large by maintaining
Exeter's unique character, foster-
ing civic pride emd conserving
property values.
The Historic District Commis-
sion administers the zoning or-
dinances by reviewing and approv-
ing or disapproving appUcations for
changes within the Historic Dis-
trict.
Accordingly, certificates of ap-
proval are required from the His-
toric District Commission before
any work can be performed to
construct, move, filter, improve or
restore structures within the His-
toric District. Approval is also re-
quired for additions or changes to
signs within the Historic Districts.
In 1988, the Commission met
eleven times and heard twenty ap-
plications, fourteen of which were
approved.
Please contact the Town Building
Inspector's office for further in-
formation if you are considering
£iny changes to properties within
the Historic Districts. AppUcation
forms and the Town zoning or-
dinances eire also available to you at
the Town Offices. The Historic
District Commission meets on the
third Thursday of each month in
the Nowak Room of the Town Of-
fice Building, 10 Front Street, at
7:00PM.
The Historic District Commis-
sion works hard to help District
property owners while preserving
Exeter's architectural heritage. We
thank you for your cooperation and


















The Board of Adjustment sits as
a quasi-judicial body to hear ap-
peeds such as variances when it is
aUeged that the strict literal en-
forcement of the ordinance wiU re-
sult in em urmecessary £md unique
heu'dship to an owner's property.
Special exceptions are granted
upon the Board determining that
certain specific criteria have been
complied with and that the appeal
is in keeping with the spirit and in-
tent of the zoning ordinjmce.
The Board of Adjustment meets
once a month to review appl-
ciations. In 1988, the Board of Ad-
justment held twelve pubUc meet-
ings and conducted a number of
sitewalks. A total of thirty-six pe-
titions for relief from Exeter's Zon-
ing Ordinance was heard. This in-
cludes twenty-two petitions for
variances, of which thirteen were
approved; fourteen petitions for
special exceptions, of which eleven
were approved. With special themks
to members who left the Board this
year after many years of dedicated
service to the Town: Warren














Mosquito Control projects in 8
communities experienced a year of
transition during 1988. At one time,
the 8 towns hired 5 separate super-
visors to run the control program.
Today, one director and a crew of 8
battle these pestiferous insects.
As Director, I had several chal-
lenges facing me: 1 . hire and train a
crew; 2. learn new territory; and 3.
operate mosquito control programs
in 8 towns. After a full week of in-
terviews and careful examination of
each applicant, I selected my can-
didates. There were two ex-
perienced employees returning for
another season. Noah Leed, familiar
with mosquito breeding areas in
Exeter, would help until the first of
June. Jeffrey HoUinger was chosen
as foremem to replace Mr. Leed. Mr.
HoUinger and his crew worked out
of the Exeter Town Offices building
receiving daily orders from me. I
work from an office in the Rye
Town Hall.
All unexperienced employees
needed training and a pesticide
applicator's Ucense. The State of
New Hampshire requires edl per-
sons applying pesticides commer-
cially be trained emd licensed under
a quahfied supervisor. Unlicensed
applicators must remain within
speaking distance of a licensed su-
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pervisor while spraying. Employees
received intensive on-the-job train-
ing and 2 manuals to prepare for
the examinations — a general pes-
ticide use exam and a mosquito and
black fly control exam. Once U-
censed, I could send the appUcators
out to spray without a supervisor.
New problems emerged for the
mosquito control project in Exeter.
The equipment I inherited was
poorly maintained and needed ex-
tensive repairs. The equipment re-
pair account, among others, was
underbudgeted and, therefore,
overspent before June 1st. Running
an adequate prograun on an in-
adequate budget was going to be
quite a task.
Many crew members proved to be
very helpful with equipment main-
tenemce. Together with the valuable
assistance of town mechanic,
Walter Moulton, we were able to
continue with the control program.
During extensive periods of repair,
Stratham came to the rescue.
Normally, two vehicle/sprayers are
available to spray six routes. Hav-
ing one sprayer to complete six
adulticiding routes at night was a
major problem. Since adulticiding
must be done only when weather,
air temperature and wind speed are
within legal limits for spraying,
completing 6 routes per week is
nearly impossible. Air temperature
must be above 60 degrees, wind
speed less than 8 mph, and it
cannot be raining during a spray
route. The best solution seemed to
be spraying in split shifts. Morning
routes began as early as 3:30 AM
and evening routes began around
7:00 PM. The early routes had other
advantages: less traffic and fewer
runners were encountered; cook-
outs were not disrupted as well as
ballgames. Morning sprays are not
for everyone, employee and resident
alike. Some employees preferred
evenmg routes and one trailer park
requested em evening schedule. Ac-
commodating them was not a prob-
lem.
Before any routes could be
sprayed, new maps charting the
spray routes were needed. Since the
old maps were illegible and out-
dated, it was necessary to update
and redesign new maps. Locating a
current, complete emd portable
town map was not easy. The Exeter
routes were ail redesigned to in-
crease efficiency and to include new
roads. Often drivers were uncertain
where to turn around at a town Une.
I encourage residents to call either
the Rye headquarters (964-9264), or
the Exeter headquarters (778-0591)
and leave a message. Drivers want
to be informed when your property
is missed during a spray route. I
appreciate your patience while we
become familiar with the roads in
Exeter.
Drivers have a lot to do during a
spray route. Vehicle speed, wind
velocity, air temperature and in-
secticide flow rate are monitored
throughout the route. The driver
also reads the map locating bodies
of water, apiaries and eireas not to
be sprayed to avoid unnecesssu-y
contamination of these areas. In
addition to these responsibilities,
the driver must also be aware of
traffic, pedestrieois and emimeds in
or near the road. Meuiy residents
attempt to stop the spray truck
during a route. The solo driver, en-
countering a strsmger at night,
must determine when stopping is
appropriate. All drivers are in-
structed not to stop. Please call one
of our offices with your inquiries or
requests. The driver is not author-
ized to Eilter a spray route without
my consent.
Adulticiding is a very small, yet
visible, portion of the mosquito
control program. The majority of
our time is devoted to controlling
mosquitoes at the source — fresh-
water swamps in the spring and
salt marshes in the summer. Mos-
quitoes only breed in stagnant wa-
ter. The first generation of mos-
quito larvae hatch in March and
April from eggs laid the previous
season. The crew surveys potential
breeding areas before spraying to
determine a need. If the crew does
not find enough mosquito larvae to
spray, then unnecessary pesticide
use is eliminated. When sufficient
numbers are found, the applicators
determine which insecticide best
suits the habitat. Available in-
secticides include a bacterial spore
imbedded on com, a dormant oU, a
growth regulator hormone and an
organophospate insecticide. App-
Ucators carry gas powered back-
pack sprayers through thick brush,
prickers, mud and water in search
of liu^ae. It is difficult to convey
the level of difficulty encountered in
many freshwater swamps. Man-
euvering a top-heavy 50 lb. back-
pack through a densely overgrown
swamp is nearly impossible. The 3-
foot nozzle further compUcates the
effort. Of course, water level and
mud depth are important factors.
Most workers are anxious for the
spring freshwater work to end.
Larval development in salty
marshes commences slowly in April
with cool air £uid water temper-
atures. Development speeds up as
temperatures increase. The spring
generation will evolve from egg to
adult in approximately 6 weeks.
The summer brood requires less
than 7 days to become flying
adults. Therefore, during the
summer the crew is working
against the biological clock to
control mosquitoes while they are
still in the volnerable larval stage.
During the 1988 season, the odds
were against the workers. Prol-
onged heat and strenuous work
proved to be debihtating. The crew
was forced to work more slowly to
conserve energy smd to avoid heat
prostration. Recover}' times and
fluid consumption tripled. As the
crew slowed down in that heat, the
mosquito development sped up.
The 'crew deserves special praise
for their control effort during the
heat waves. Breeding occurred on
the meu-shes every week from July
1st to the end of September. The
crew was let go by September 11,
due to lack of funds, but the mos-
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quitoes didn't quit until late Oc-
tober. I proposed increasing the
number of work hours for the crew
next year in order to increase our
service to the Town.
After more than two decades of
reseeu'ch, an ecological approach to
mosquito control has been devel-
oped. The method, known as Open
Marsh Water Management or
OMWM, uses natural fish pre-
dators rather than insecticides or
drainage to control mosquito
larvae. OMWM provides access for
the fish to areas on the marsh where
mosquitoes breed. These fish,
mummichogs, occur naturally on
the marsh and each fish may con-
sume up to 300 mosquito larvae per
day. OMWM has proven to reduce
the mosquito population by more
than 90% without the use of in-
secticides. OMWM creates and re-
establishes feeding and resting
habitats for many shorebirds and
wading birds by keeping pools and
pans on the marsh surface. These
birds are returning to stdt marshes
where OMWM has been im-
plemented.
No program will solve every
problem or please every person,
however, OMWM takes into con-
sideration the best interests of the
salt mfu-sh as an active, contrib-
uting part of the environment in
which we all Uve and also eliminates
disease carrying mosquitoes natu-
rally.
The war with mosquitoes is a dif-
ficult one. We aie trying to lower
the number of mosquitoes to a tol-
erable level without hfUTning the
enviroimient. This difficult task is
accomplished through the coopera-
tion of many. The Commission
would like to thank the residents of
Exeter for their continued support.
If you have questions or inquiries
for mosquito control, then please
contact me at 964-9264 or call 778-





Labor Day brought a slow down
of single family home starts. We
have two large null conversions
that are nearing completion; com-
bined they provide another 225 liv-
ing units. Our sewer capability
problems have not gone away but
Sire being worked on. Nineteen
eighty-nine has all the signs of be-
ing a normal yeeir with reasonable
growth.
Permits for 1988 were issued in
the amount of $26,333,409.00,
which generated $83,861.80 in
revenue for the Town.
As in past years, the Building
Inspector's office works closely
with the Planning Board, Public
Works, Health Officer, Fire De-
partment, Police Department, His-
toric District Commission and the
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
My sincere thanks to the citizens
of Exeter for allowing me to serve

















Regular meeting on the second







Office: R40 Main Street - Tel: 778-7772
Everett Holland Moderator
Joan Bergofsky School District Clerk
Gloria Baillargeon School District Treasurer
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EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Exeter, County of
Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Exeter on Tuesday,
the fourteenth of March, 1989, to choose the following School District
Officers, by ballot, the polls to open at eight o'clock in the forenoon,
and to close no earlier than eight of the clock in the evening:
1. To choose two School Board members for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing two years.
3. To choose a School District Treasurer for the ensuing three years.'
4. To choose a School District Clerk for the ensuing three years.
5. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.








EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Exeter, County
of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon district
af f airs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Talbot Gym at Exeter AREA High
School in said Exeter on Monday, the thirteenth day of March, 1989, at
seven o' clock in the evening to act upon the following articles :
1. To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of SEVEN MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND
CS7,750,000) DOLLARS for the construction of an elementary school
to replace the Main Street School, the entire SEVEN MILLION SEVEN
HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND (87,750,000) DOLLARS to be raised through
the issuance of serial notes or bonds under and in compliance
with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:2 et seq. as amended, and
to authorize the School Board to: issue and negotiate such notes
or bonds; determine the rate of interest thereon; to apply for,
obtain and accept any federal, state or other aid, if any, which
may be available to said project; take such other action as may
be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiations, sale, and
delivery of such notes or bonds as shall be in the best Interests
of the School District ; to invest said funds : and to expend said
funds and any earnings thereon to complete the proj ect .
CThis article will be voted on by ballot with the polls to
remain open not less than one hour . A 2/3 vote is necessary to
authorize the issuance of said notes or bonds
.
)
2. To hear reports from the School Board and Citizens for
Accedited Schools in Exeter CCASE} regarding the AREA Agreement
,
the Cooperative School District plans , the need for alterations
and enlargements to the Exeter AREA High School, and related
me 1 1 e r s .
3. Tc see if the District will vote tc authorize the School
Board to transfer to the Capital B.eE©rve Fund established at the
1988 District Meeting for the purpor^e of reconstructing the
buildings of the Exeter Public Schools , including associated
engineering and architectural fees , any of its unencumbered
surplus funds remaining on hand at the end of the 1988-1989
fiscal vear , The total payrrient to Capital ?>eserve shall not ,
however, exceed one-half of one percent cf the last assessed
valuation of the Town of Exeter.
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4. To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of
the Capital Reserve Fund established at the 1984 District Meeting
from the purpose of financing of future roof, heating system,
window and electrical system improvements in District facilities
to the purpose of acquisition of land and buildings and financing
of future roof , heating system, window and electrical system
improvements m District facilities.
CA 2/3 vote is necessary to effect such a change of purpose.
j
5. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to make application for. accept, and expend, on behalf of
the School District, all gifts, advances, grants in Aid, revenue
sharing funds . or any other funds for educational purposes as may
now, or hereafter be available or forthcoming from the United
States Government, the State of New Hampshire, or any of its
municipalities, or any other state, local or federal agency.
6. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, and Committees or
Officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto
7. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for then payment of
salaries for the School District officials and agents, and for
the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
8. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 15th day of February, 1989
^X-A^;-^, ( . fA^sj^ rr\\
^-— .K/^. vt. > \ ^.ftCie: A y "|?vL<-^^.. v /c-'^^y-t^
/y'
I REPORT OF THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS /
WllliaiTi J Clancy, Superintendent /
DarrellJ. Loc kwood , Assistant Superlnt endent f "'
David C. Mlchaud. Assistant Superintendent
Growth at the elementary levels continues to Impact on the building
needs of SAU tl6 communities
.
'
Stratham and Brentwood are currently engaged In building programs , and
East Kingston and Exeter will bring proposals to their respective -
communities at the 1989 School District Meetings
.
Renovations and additions to the Exeter AREA High School are in the
planning stage as Exeter has engaged the services of an architectural firm
which has developed preliminary plans to meet the perceived building needs
.
The AREA Review Committee has begun the required process to study the
potential of creating a Cooperative to govern and finance the needed changes
In the high school physical plant as well as Investigate the governance
Issues for all the communities comprising SAU #16-
The SAU #16 staff continues Its review of curriculum and Is currently
engaged In the review of the Mathematics and Reading. The Language Arts.
Spelling and Handwriting programs are in the imp'l ement a t i on stage during
this academic year
.
The Exeter School Board has agreed in concept to the establishment of a
Kindergarten program for the Exeter elementary schools and will consider the
establishment of such a program after the approval of needed elementary
school space provisions which will be considered by Exeter voters at the
1989 School District Meeting.
The Stratham School Board will sponsor a warrant article to authorize
the establishment of a Kindergarten program commencing September . 1989 in
the new elementary school.
The communities of SAU #16 continue to be well served by a dedicated
group of parent and community volunteers who render valuable supplementary
services to our students and schools . * j;.
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UPPROVED CHANCES IK BODGET
1986-1987 1987-1988 1987-1988 BUDGET BDDGEI PROM 88-89 TO 89-90
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL 1988-1989 1989-1990 S (/-) « (/-)
2320 212 SUPPORT STAfP DEHTAL 431 475 S38
MORTHEAST DELTA DEHTAL: 7 iingl. I 111.83 x 12 - 1994
eso 994 16.94H 144
213 SUPPORT STAFF LIFE INSURANCE
4 itaff ( 3. SO X 12 - 1210
23S 234 287 378 462 22,22S 84
2131 DISABILITI INSURANCE
3 adnln. ( .6S46 V of talaiy
901 968 1.013 1.000 1.320 32.00H 320
214 WORKERS COMPENSATION 760
staff laUrlM x tO.49 per tlOO
cuitodlal ialai7 x t3.69 par tlOO
884 2.879 1.340 3.500 161. 19\ 2.160
220 RETIREMEKT 3.709 2.024 S,232 7.754 ,500 9.62V 746
230 riCA
total lalarloi x 7.51N
9.649 11,040 13,899 18,842 19,834 5.26H 992
260 UNEHPLOIfflNT COMPENSATION 396 360 420 420 O.OOS






APPROVED CHAHCES IN BUDGET
BUDGET BUDGET EROH 88-89 TO 89-90
1988-1989 1989-1990 \ (/-) I (/-)
810 DOES AKD SUBSCRIPIIONS
3 ASCD « 80
3 AASA < i22S
3 NHASA ( t29S
1 ASBO I 140
1 Chanbit of Cobmic* I t7S
1,000 1.791 1.8SS 1.960 S.66H IDS
870
rOR SAU 1989-90 BUDGET:
DISTRICT SHAKE PREDICATED ON CURRENT COST SHARING FORVTIU TN SAM llfl
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CALCULATION FOR BOOKKEEPER COSTS
DISTRICT 1987 EOUALIZED VALUATION
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1731.978 37n inn nn% 9nR inn nn% inn nn% 136 Rq5
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SUPERINTENDENT'S PRORATED SALARY FOR 1987-1988
Brentwood 3590.00
East Kingston 2010.00














ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT S PRORATED SALARY FOR 1987-1988
Brentwood 2748.48
East Kingston 1544.82
Exeter 24582 . 97
Kensington 2 223.3 2
Newflelds 1686 . 65
Stratham 5546.79
3 8 3 3 3.02
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CARRI PLODZIK SANDERSON Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603)225-6996
AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Exeter School District
Exeter, New Hampshire
Ve have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Exeter School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1988, as listed in the table of
contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account ^roup is
not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of the Exeter School District at June 30, 1988,
and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with
that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual
fund financial statements and schedule listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of
the general purpose financial statements of the Exeter School District. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
examination of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole.
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MARRIAGES Registered in the Town of Exeter, N.H., for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
MARRIAGES Registered in
MARRIAGES Registered in the Town of Exeter, N.H., for the Year Ending December 31. 1988
Date
BIRTHS Registered in the Town of Exeter. N.H., for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
Date Place Name ot Child Sex Name of Father Name of tvlother
January
BIRTHS Registered in the Town of Exeter. N.H.. for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
Date Place Name of Child Sex Name of Father Name of h/lother
8
BIRTHS Registered in the Town of Exeter, N.H., for tiie Year Ending December 31, 1988
Dale
DEATHS Registered in the Town ;of Exeter, N.H., for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
Date
DEATHS Registered in the Town ;of Exeter, N.H., for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
Dale
DEATHS Registered in the Town ;of Exeter, N.H., for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
Date
DEATHS Registered in the Town ;of Exeter, N.i-I., for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
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